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Original(event(description(
As!part!of!White!Night!Melbourne,!watch!a!book!being!written!in!one!single!night!
–!with!the!finished!work!available!as!an!ebook!on!the!Digital!Writers’!Festival!
website!!
Writers!are!notorious!for!working!feverishly!into!the!night.!The!Emerging!
Writers’!Festival!is!challenging!12!writers!over!12!hours!to!write!12!chapters!in!
a!collective!work!of!fiction!titled!The%Book%of%the%Night.!The!intrepid!writers!will!
be!on!stage!with!their!writing!projected!live.!Audiences!will!be!encouraged!to!
shape!the!story!by!feeding!plot!points!and!suggesting!characters.!The!event!will!
be!streamed!live!showcasing!a!diverse!range!of!writers!working!across!a!variety!
of!genres!and!styles!including!poets,!novelists,!short!story!writers,!comic!artists!
and!more.!
This!all!night!writing!space!will!be!open!to!everyone!with!a!dreamy!late!night!
soundtrack!challenging!authors!to!stay!awake,!put!pen!to!paper!and!create!
something!new.!
!
!
!
Writers!
!
7PM!Tom!Doig!(Writer,!Mörön%to%Mörön:%two%men,%two%bikes,%one%Mongolian%misadventure)!
8PM!Laura!Jean!McKay!(Writer,!Holiday%in%Cambodia)%
9PM!Oslo!Davis!(Illustrator!and!Cartoonist!New%York%Times,!The%Age!and!The%Guardian)!!
10PM!Emma!Valente!(Writer,!Designer,!Director!and!CoVArtistic!Director!The%Rabble)!!
11PM!Fiona!Hile!(Poet!The%Family%Idiot%and!Novelties)!!
12PM!Holly!Childs!(Writer,!Poet!and!Founding!Editor!Crazy%in%Love)%%
1AM!Rafael!SW!(Writer,!Poetry!Slam!Artist!and!Founding!Member!Dead%Poets’%Fight%Club)!!
2AM!Nic!Low!(Writer,!Artist!and!Critic)!!
3AM!Briohny!Doyle!(Essayist,!Performer!and!Novelist!The%Island%Will%Sink)!!
4AM!Susie!Anderson!(Poet!Voiceworks)%
5AM!Sam!van!Zweden!(Blogger!and!Online!Editor!Writers%Bloc)!!
6AM!Chris!Somerville!(Writer,!We%Are%Not%The%Same%Anymore)!

!
!
!
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Webinar(
(
A!novel.!
!
Once!upon!a!time,!in!the!notXtoo!distant!future!…!Harold!Plimpton!was!late.!For!
his!8:30am!Webinar!!
He!raced!down!the!street!on!his!mule!scooter.!Which!was!running!low!on!oats.!
The!streets!were!jamXpacked!with!…!unicycles.!Recalcitrant!unicycle!riders!
wobbling!back!and!forth!is!no!pattern!of!human!reason.!It!was!ungodly!!Harold!
swerved!to!the!left!and!right,!cursing!the!clowns!and!gypsies.!He!had!to!make!it!
to!that!Webinar!!Various!important!stakeholders,!were!waiting!for!him,!to!arrive,!
via!!the!internet!portal!he!would!be!utilising!to!communicate!effectively!with!
them.!Harold!parked!his!mule!scooter!!outside!the!Wiseler!Building.!He!ran!up!
the!escalatorXvator!and!burst!into!his!cubicle.!His!eyes!widened!in!surprise!and!
horror!!
What!did!he!see!sitting!upon!his!keyboard?!
A!doughnut!made!entirely!of!human!poo.!
It!had!been!perfectly!deposited!as!if!from!a!human!Mr!Whippy!dispenser.!
It!may!have!had!pink!icing.!
Harold!was!disgusted!and!slightly!hungry.!
He!looked!up!over!the!edge!of!his!cubicle,!his!face!apoplectic!withy!fury.!
“WHO!DID!THIS?!!?”!he!bellowed!to!his!fellow!employees.!
“DON”T!YOU!KNOW!I!HAVE!AN!8:30am!WEBINAR?!?!!WITH!VARIOUS!
IMPORANT!STAKEHOLDERS?!!
HOW!THE!JIMMICKY!CRICKET!AM!I!SUPPOSED!TO!PRESENT!WITH!
EFFECITVITY!
WITH!A!DOUGHNUT!OF!HUMAN!POO!UPON!MY!KEYBOARD?!”!
But!no!one!looked!up.!
They!were!all!deeply!immersed!in!their!own!8:30am!webinars.!
The!office!was!filled!!with!the!low!buzz!of!effective!communication.!
a) Harold!reached!into!his!desk!drawer!and!removed!a!extendable!baseball!
bat!and!considered!going!on!a!slapstick!rampage!
b) B)!Harold!reached!into!his!desk!and!removed!a!box!of!tissues!and!
considered!cleaning!off!the!doughnut!
c) Harold!considered!tasting!out!the!pink!icing.!I!mean,!I!don’t!know,!what!
the!heck?!You!only!live!once,!right?!Harold!thought,!maybe!I!should!just!
live!a!little,!and!after!all,!you’re!my!Wonderwall.!
d) At!that!point!Liam!Gallagher!stuck!his!head!up!from!the!adjacent!cubicle!
and!sued!him!breach!of!copyright.!
e) Harold!tasted!the!icing.!
f) It!tasted!…!delicious.!
It!was!the!most!fantastically!delicious!icing!Harold!had!ever!tasted.!Like!
strawberries!from!heaven!
Harold!stepped!back!and!slapped!himself!in!the!face.!
“get!a!hold!of!yourself!man!!That!might!not!actually!be!pink!icing!”!
He!remembered!the!awful!practical!joke!that!“the!boys”!played!on!him!last!
week.!
A!doughnut!made!of!human!poo!with!green!icing!!
But!oh!how!delicious!the!icing,!how!delicious!it!really!was!…!

At!that!second,!just!as!the!plot!started!to!sag,!Belinda!walked!past.!
Belinda!was!only!wearing!one!shoe!and!her!lipstick!was!a!Jackson!Pollock!
style!mess!covering!most!of!her!face.!She!seemed!a!trifle!distracted.!
Harold!had!always!had!a!crush!on!Belinda.!
He!wiped!his!mouth!and!followed!Belinda!down!the!corridor.!
Left!and!right,!people!were!going!gangbusters!on!their!Webinars.!It!was!a!
little!like![that]!and!the!sales!were!rolling!in.!
“Belinda!”!Harold!called.!
But!Belinda!didn’t!hear!him.!
Harold!was!crushed.!
But!persistent.!
“BELINDA!”!he!called,!down!the!echoing!corridor.!
She!turned!to!face!Harold.!
“Yes?”!
“um!……………”!
there!was!an!awkward!silence.!
“……..!hi?”!he!said.!
“Excuse!me!Harold?’!
“Um,!Hi!Belinda,!your!lipstick!…”!
“Yes?”!
“It’s!….!All!over!your!FACE”,!he!said!discretely.!
Belinda!looked!at!him!with!thinly!veiled!and!extremely!professional!hostility.!
“Well,!you!appear!to!have!fecal!matter!on!your!chin.!Again.”!She!replied.!
Harold!yelped!and!wiped!at!his!chin!quickly!with!his!elbow.!
“So,!um,!seeing!as!it’s!Valentine’s!Day!…”!he!said,!“I!was!wondering!if!you!
would!like!to!…”!
Belinda!snorted,!again!with!hostility,!slightly!less!professionally!this!time.!
“It’s!the!22nd!of!February,!Harold,!you’ve!been!hassling!me!for!the!last!week.”!
At!this!Harold!shrieked!and!ran!out!of!the!office,!and!outside!to!his!mule!
scooter,!and!spurred!into!the!wild!unicycle!traffic.!He!cantered!along,!trying!
to!collect!his!thoughts.!
Was!it!REALLY!the!22nd!of!February?!
What!was!that!strange!white!flash!in!the!sky!last!night?!
Why!did!he!seem!to!be!having!so!much!trouble!remembering!things?!
And!then!it!hit!him!–!HE!WAS!LATE!for!his!8:30am!WEBINAR!!
He!turned!his!mule!scooter!around!and!frantically!tried!to!get!to!his!office.!
But!the!traffic!the!traffic!the!traffic!the!unseemly!traffic!traffic!jam!traffic!
unicycle!everywhere!thicvkthick!traffic!coming!at!him!from!ALL!DIREC!
TIONS!!
\/\/|||X()!
What!did!that!mean?!
He!asked!himself.!
There!had!been!more!and!more!of!these!disconcerting!billboards!popping!up!
everywhere!
“you’ve!got!to!pee!in!more”,!an!angry!man!on!a!beanbag!yelled!from!the!
pavement.!Harold!backed!slowly!away!from!the!strange!man,!who!was!
waving!a!catheter!bag!….!FULL!OF!PINK!ICING!!
At!that!moment,!Belinda!came!running!down!the!street.!Crying.!

What!did!Harold!do?!
Tom!asked!the!audience!desperately.!
“Have!you!seen!my!bag!of!lipstick?”!Belinda!asked!Harold?!
(audience!argument!threatens!to!become!violent)!
“Yes!”!Harold!said,!eager!to!please!his!fiancéXtoXbe.!
“A!belligerent!sliver!fox!was!waving!it!at!me,!over!there”,!he!pointed,!just!as!
the!man!disappeared!into!a!laneway,!full!of!pretentious!graffiti.!
“There’s!not!much!time!”!Belinda!yelled.!“We!need!that!bag!o’!lipstick!–!the!
future!of!the!world!depends!on!it!”!
At!that!moment,!Harold!realised!that!Belinda!no!longer!had!lipstick!all!over!
her!face!–!AND!SHE!WAS!WEARING!BOTH!HER!SHOES!!
Harold!broke!out!in!a!cold!sweat.!Should!he!follow!Belinda!(if!it!WAS!Belinda)!
down!that!shadowy!laneway?!
Why!not?!He!thought.!What!the!heck!–!I’m!not!getting!any!younger!–!why!
don’t!I!LIVE!a!little?!(and!stop!using!CAPiTALS!so!much?)!
SO!he!took!a!deep!breath!and!strode!purposefully!down!the!laneway.!!
He!strode!so!purposefully,!he!didn’t!even!notice!that!his!mule!scooter!had!
also!vanished.!
(significant!pause.)!
Harold!found!himself!surrounded!by!garish!technicolour!stencils!of!Tony!
Abbott!and!Mickey!Mouse!and!so!on.!He!was!afraid.!Very!afraid.!
He!saw!the!bag!of!pink!icing!vanish!around!a!corner.!
As!he!rounded!the!corner!a!Greenpeace!Activist!threw!a!net!made!of!tofu!
onto!his!quivering!body.!He!fell!to!the!cobblestones,whimpered,!and!tried!to!
eat!his!way!through!the!net!–!but!no!!!
So!he!whimpered!and!whatever!that!sliver!fox!guy!said.!
The!Gtreenpeace!Activist!towered!over!Harold.!
“Do!you!want!to!help!save!the!Reef?”!he!asked!politely,!while!holding!Harold!
captive.!
“Um,!sure!….!But!I’ve!got!bigger!fish!to!fry!right!now!”!Harold!cried.!
The!Greenpeace!Activist!also!cried.!
“Oh!the!fishies!!The!poor!poor!fishies!”!
While!the!Activist!was!distracted!by!his!overly!sensitive!emotional!respsonse!
(to!a!legitmitely!upsetting!issue,!but!still),!Harold!cut!his!way!out!of!the!tofu!
net!with!his!credit!card!and!snuck!away.!
In!the!distance,!he!could!hear!Belinda’s!tearful!(yet!not!stereotypically!tearful!
or!particularly!sexist)!cries.!
!
Chapter(Two(
The(Plot(Thickens.(
(
Belinda!was!37!years!young.!Her!eyes!were!bacon!brown!and!cross!eyed,!yet!
you!wouldn’t!know!it!to!look!at!her!because!of!her!dazzling!(yet!not!
stereotypical)!beauty!(and!I’m!not!saying!she’s!like!a!tomboy!or!something).!
Belinda!was!born!luckily!out!of!wedlock,!which!was!lucky!because!her!
parents!were!second!cousins!AND!brother!and!sister.!
But!what!was!Belinda!doing!chasing!after!a!bag!of!pink!lipstick?!It!didn’t!even!
match!her!face.!
It!was!a!bat!gone!wrong.!

An#evil#bat#escaped#from#the#Batanical#Gardens.#And#on#the#loose#in#its#evil#
Batmobile,#which#did#and#didn’t#run#on#pink#icing.#Depending#on#who#you#
talked#to.#
This#bat#had#stolen#several#bags#of#pink#icing,#from#…#a#cake#shop.#BUT#NOT#
JUST#ANY#CAKE#SHOP!#
Actually,#it#was#just#any#cake#shop.#
BUT#NOT#TO#BELINDA!#
It#was#her#father/uncle’s#cake#shop,#and#the#pink#icing#was#a#family#secret,#
going#back#generations#to#a#cave#in#Tasmania!#
The#icing#was#worldQfamous,#and#it#was#running#out.#
It#was#the#icing#on#the#doughnut#of#Belinda’s#life.#
It#was#called#Frederick,#Fred#for#short,#and#it#was#a#holy#doughnut,#Batman!#
And#it#was#the#only#thing#that#could#possibly#save#the#Great#Barrier#Reef#….#
(ooooooooooo)#
(the#plot#just#officially#thickened.)#
(I#hope.)#
The#icing#needed#to#be#stored#at#absolute#zero,#which#is#exactly##−273.15°

on the Celsius scale,.
Belinda kept The icing in a top-secret hiding place, in her top desk
drawer.
Who could possibly have found it?
Who else, but ….. Dr Absolute Zero – the “Joker” to his friends.
Or, the man in the audience who is especially fond of audience
participation?!?!?!?

#
Belinda#had#slightly#lost#track#of#things,#but#that#was#okay#–#she#was#
extremely#good#at#multiQtasking.#
Belinda#was#running#at#full#tilt,#when#she#stumbled#and#broke#the#heel#on#her#
right#shoe.#There#was#a#flash#of#blinding#light#in#the#sky.#She#fell#over.#
Everyone#fell#over.#
Harold#got#up.#He#was#late#for#his#8:30am#Webinar!#
He#looked#at#his#diamanteQclad#smartphone#&#spurred#his#mule#scooter#
towards#his#office.#
Where#did#I#find#my#mule#scooter,#because#I#lost#it#just#a#minute#ago?#Harold#
asked#himself.#
He#had#the#disturbing#feeling#that#he#was#forgetting#something,#if#not#
someone#,…….#
(oooooooooh)#
Meanwhile,#Belinda#picked#herself#up#and#took#off#her#left#shoe#and#hurled#it#
down#the#laneway,#like#the#champion#boomerang#thrower#that#she#was.#
Dr#Zero#was#hit#in#the#knee#just#as#he#was#disappearing#down#an#open#sewer.#
He#dropped#the#pink#icing#…..#down#the#open#sewer.#
To#be#continued#…#
#
!
!
!
!

Chapter(Three(
(
Harold!walked!into!the!Wiseler!office!and!glanced!at!the!clock.!It!was!12.30.!
And!the!assumed!that!was!in!the!pm,!because!it!was!light!outside!and!the!
clouds!floated!past!the!tall!building!like!boats.!!
Elise!wandered!past!him.!
‘’Harry,’!she!said.!She!was!a!little!cheeky.!Harold!always!assumed!that!was!
because!she!liked!him.!‘You’re!early!today.’!
“I’ve!been!chasin!your!bag!of!icing!down!a!lane!way,!would!you!belive?’!
Elise!looked!like!she!would!rather!be!eating!her!own!intines!than!talking!to!him,!
but!he!knew!that!was!her!special!way.!
“You!missed!you!8.30!Webinar!…”!
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOO,!Harold!thought.!
‘Ah!yes!…!with!…’!
‘NO.’!
“No?’!said!Harold.!Maybe!they!were!connected.!Maybe!it!was!Elise,!not!Belinda!
he!should!have!been!talking!to!and!catching!before!she!fell!on!the!hard!floor!in!
the!team!building!exercises.!Harold!looked!longing!at!Elise’s!lips.!They!were!the!
eact!(not!qwuite!exactl!but!pretty!close!if!you!don’t!know!much!about!lipstick,!
which!neither!nor!the!author,!did/do)!colour!of!the!icing!bag!that!the!interestinly!
attractive!older!man!rushed!down!the!alley!with!and!the!sky!lit!up!with!a!
meaning!not!yet!revealed!….!
!
“But,”!continued!Elise!in!a!voice!that!was!becoming!increasingly!honeyXlike!to!
Harold,!‘they’re!repreating!the!seminar!at!…’!Eise!glanced!at!her!calendar!–!a!
deeply!complex!chess!of!swuares!and!squiggles!that!included!everything!from!
the!latest!webinars!to!who!was!due!to!poo!on!whose!desk!next.Harold!was!
horrified!to!discover!this!as!he!saw!his!name!was!always!on!the!list.!‘Are!you!in!
chare!of!this!conspiracy!Elise?”!
Amd!elise!ran!(yes!!Yes!!They!have!been!leaving!shit!on!his!desk!and!its!quicker!
than!walking.)!
Harold!was!left!alone!with!the!calendar.!He!saw!Elise’s!rther!large!shoes!under!
the!desk!and!decided!to!get!revenge.!Quick!as!he!could!he!eased!his!feet!into!the!
shoes!and!sat!down!at!the!ample!(more!than!ample!desk,!he!would!have!to!talk!
to!procurement)!desk!and!began!scrolling!through!the!calendar.!
2!Januraty!2014!Pink!icing!for!beginner!seminar.!Erik!to!poo!on!Harold’s!desk.!
(granted,!Erik’s!stool!was!the!best!in!the!office)!
4!Nov!2013!Pick!icing!for!management.!Belinda!(Belinda?!)!and!casey!to!poo!on!
Harold’s!desk.!
17th!Oct!…!
28th!Sept!….!Poo!
6th!Aug!….!27th!July!poo!poo!pooo!desk!desk!dedskm!harol!hraol!darol!(clerical!
error!in!Haro;ld’s!favour).!
Harold!put!ihis!hands!to!the!ample!desk!amnd!pushed!mightily.!Heslammed!
against!the!glass!partition!and!it!rattled!like!thunder!in!B!flat.!The!comms!team,!
who!were!having!a!12,45!webinar!about!communication,!all!looked!up!with!
wrinkled!foreheads!and!chewed!pens.!!

‘Sorry,’!said!Harold.!Harold!always!thought!he!was!a!descendant!of!dico!
monkeys,!but!!now!wasn’t!the!time.!He!heard!a!thudding.!It!was!Elise,!running!
along!the!hallway!like!a!grid!iron!player,!with!her!ipad!under!her!arm.!She!was!
screaming!about!her!shoes.!
‘You!…!you!…’!she!skidded!to!the!desk!and!they!both!glanced!down.!‘I’ve!never!
seen!you!!like!this!before,!Hare.’!
Harold!stood.!He!moved!closer.!He!could!smell!her!perfume!–!something!floral,!
like!flowers;!or!flammable,!like!petrol;!like!always!–!!and!then!beyond!that!foot!
odour,!though!that!could!have!been!either!of!theirs!(they!were!already!sharing),!
lipstick,!oily!and!sweet!and!then!…!icing.!!
‘Have!you!just!been!to!the!toilet!Elise?’!
‘Eise!stepped!back!and!so!did!the!flowers,!the!ptrol,!the!foot!sharing,!the!oil!and!
the!icing.!She!hit!‘im,!right!in!the!bulging!calf.!Harold!doubled!to!the!height!of!her!
hand!and!saw!the!bag!of!pink!icing!clutched!in!her!enormous!paws.!He!drop!
rolled,!got!hi!foot!stuck!in!the!cords!of!her!mouse!(who!had!corded!mice!anu!
more,!she!should!talk!to!percurement!–!however!there!was!an!argument!to!say!
that!people!with!corded!mice!could!live!perfectly!natural!lives,!and!eve!have!
children!called!Jordan!and!Chiara).!But!thios!stage!Harold!had!taken!mouce,!
keyboard,!and!flat!screen!wirt!h!him!and!was!still!rolling.!He!rolled!past!comms!
who!missed!what!the!Webinar!was!saying!about!social!media!strategies!and!
snanapchat!to!stand!and!watch!their!new!director!of!communications!and!
Webinar!stragy!roll!past.,!chased!by!elise!who!was!not!to!be!refered!to!as!
reception!because!receptionst!are!people!too.!!
!
He!rolled!past!IT!and!heard!a!voice!that!he’s!only!ever!heard!over!the!phone.!
‘God?’!said!Harold!who!was!at!that!moment!facing!down!in!his!roll!so!it!was!
muffled.!
‘What?!Said!the!voice.!
Harold!was!facing!up.!‘God?’!
‘No!it’s!Tod.’!
Harold!looke!dup!and!saw!an!upside!down!face.!Even!though!its!eyes!were!on!its!
chin,!it!was!a!nice!face.!A!holy!face.!This!appreition!was!quickly!obscrured!by!
Elise,!who!jumped!on!him.!Elise!like!to!wear!flowing!clothing!that!often!got!stuck!
in!the!tolet!door!and!everyone!knew!she!was!in!there.!In!this!case!though,!what!
should!have!been!Elise!landing!on!him!was!some!unwashed!fabric!of!a!non!
breathing!animal,!slightly!furry!kind!and!Harold!rolled!on,!towards!God.!
‘No,!Tod,’!said!Tod.!I’m!from!IT.’!
‘Oh!yeah,!said!Harold!from!the!floor!of!an!office!he’d!never!been!in.!‘Don’t!you!
have!a!Webinar?’!
‘I!do!…’!
‘TOD!’!
‘Thankds.!Tod.’!
‘mY!name!had!two!Ds.’!
‘I’m!writing!that!down!Todd.’!
‘No!you’re!not.!You’;re!on!the!floor.!In!stillettos.!Harold?’!
‘Yes!…!ah!…!Todddd.’!
‘Why!are!you!in!Elise’s!stilettos?’!
‘Harold!glanced!hown.!The!red!pleather!glinted!in!the!lights!of!the!IT!room.!‘How!
do!you!know!they’re!Elise’s?’!

In!the!dim!light,!Todd!blushed.!It!became!him.!!
‘You’re!not!the!first!man!to!wear!those.’!
‘Oh.’!
‘I!saw!mark!from!marketing!in!the!market!in!them!as!well.’!
‘Who!do!they!look!better!on?’!
‘Me,’!said!Todd,!with!a!wobble!in!his!voice.!!
There!was!a!pounding!at!the!door.!Todd!ran!for!it.!!
‘NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.’!
Said!Harold.!He!closed!his!eyes.!The!shoes!were!tight.!The!IT!room!sang!with!
power.!There!was!a!click.!Harold!uncocked!his!eyes.!Todd!was!standing!with!his!
back!against!the!punding!door!looking!pleased.!!
‘Um!…!Toddd?’!
‘She!totally!wants!me!back.’!Giggle!Todd.!!
‘Uh!…!Toddd!..!what’s!that?’!aked!Harold.!Todd!looked!down.!There!was!
something!dripping!through!the!keyhole.!It!was!pink.!It!smelled!sweet!and!stong!
and!like!birthdays.!It!was!…!
‘Icing,’!said!Todd.!‘My!favourite.’%
Maybe!the!icing!is!drugged.!‘Did!I!say!that!out!loud?’!
‘What?!Said!Todd.!
‘How!did!she!know!to!put!it!through!thekeyhole?’!asked!Harold.!‘Isn’t!tht!an!OH!&!
S!vilation?!But!without!the!ampersand.!Not!on!branding.’!
Toidd!rushed!for!his!computer!consol!aka!‘desk’!conveneiently!placed!nearby.!He!
started!madly!scanning!through!footage.!
‘Hey.!Cool.!You’ve!got!like,!everything!taped!from!every!room!like!ever,’!said!
Harold.!!
‘yeah,’!said!Todd.!His!finger!moved!like!butterlys!or!like!someone!who!had!been!
to!typing!school.!‘AH!’!he!grunted.’Here.’!
‘Where?’!Harold!squinted.!He!saw!with!horror!that!the!banner!in!the!background!
that!said!WISLER!!Was!on!an!angle!and!that!the!comms!team!werebn’t!using!the!
new!regulation!pens!he!has!asked!them!several!time!to!use.!‘Oh!I!see.!Yeah!that’s!
awful.!I’ll!make!a!webinmar!about!that.’!Harold!looked!at!his!feet.!Even!though!
they!were!silettoed!they!were!wet.!Sticky.!Pink!like!a!pink!bid.!!
‘Look!closer,’!said!Todd.!He!had!such!a!nice!voice.!Pitty!to!have!him!stuck!away!
here!in!IT.!What!was!his!name!again?!Tags.!They!all!needed!tags.!Next!webinar.!
Harold!unstucjk!his!foot!from!the!floor!and!squelched!closer.!‘Um!…!Elise’s!desk.!
Non!regulatrion!mouse!map.!Not!using!company!font!…!uhhhm!…!chair!is!only!
half!erganomic!…’!
‘The!computer!…’!
‘Better!than!mine!…’!
‘The!calendarman.!Look!at!the!calendar!…;’!
Harold!looked.!22!February!2014!1.05pm.!Elise!to!squirt!icing!in!door!at!Todd!
and!Harold…..!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
TODD:!I!love!you!
HAROLD:!I!know!
!
Carrot%looks%on%his%eyes%downcast.%His%face%forlorn.%Red….no%orange%
%
T:!I!have!so!much!inside!me!
So!much!
There!is!a!hole!inside!me!
As!big!
As!big!as!the…!
!
H:!The!what?!!
!
T:!As!the….internet!
!
H:!What!can!I!do!for!you?!!
!
T:!Please!help!me!try!to!heal!pain!
H:!How?!!
!
H:!How?!!
H:!How?!
H:!How?!
!
T:!By…!
By!filling!the!hole….!
Now!I!think!of!my!mother….!
She!has!a!great!secret!
It!has!a!little!to!do!with!vegetables!!
!
H:!I!know!what!to!do…!
!
Carrot%lifts%his%head%from%the%screen.%Tears%are%rolling%down%his%tiny%body.%%
He%begins%to%wither.%His%skin%shrivels.%His%leafy%hair%droops.%%
His%shame%is%about%to%be%revealed.%There%is%nothing%he%can%do.%%
We%see%carrot%walking….%
Across%Bridges%
Across%Fields%
Through%Traffic%
He%looks%out%a%window…Sigh%
He%peers%through%a%keyhole…larger%sigh%
!
C:!Where?!
Where!are!there….!
From!where!are!there???!
I!am…!
I!am…!
!

A%Longer%montage%of%carrot%%
Close%up%of%knives%
Peas%bounce%on%the%floor%
A%tomato%splats%against%a%wall%
Fear%in%carrot’s%eyes%%
He%is%consumed%
He%looks%to%the%night%sky%
He%looks%upwards%into%the%deep%black%%
%
?????!
!
!
It’s!a!family!show!he!thought!
!
It!is….!
!
But%his%shame%prodded%him%forward.%Through%the%fields,%through%the%busy%streets%
and%into%the%night.%Knife%in%hand..Skin%peeling….we%never%hear%from%him%again….%
%
%
%
!
Back!to!Harold!and!Todd….Not!that!there’s!anything!wrong!with!that….!
!
!
Happiness!filled!their!lives…for!most!of!the!time!
!
H:!Pass!the!salt!
T:!Of!course!I!love!you!
!
Etc!
!
They!renewed!their!vows!every!year…with!one!of!those!cool!priests!
!
!
!
His!story!is!another!story…the!priest!that!is…but!it!is!not!this!story….!
!
!
Todd’s!Mum!has!lost!a!lover.!The!Carrot.!!
Shall!we!give!her!a!name?!!
!
Coco!the!carrot!lover!
!
This!love!was!deep!
Not!just!based!on!size!if!you!know!what!I!mean!
!
Coco!had!big!feeling!for!her!carrot!
She!had!spent!many!days!with!him!

And!long!long!nights!
Her!love!was!as!big…as!big!as…as!big!as!
!
!
!
Metaphor!was!not!her!strong!suit….young!coco!
!
COCO:!!
Car….!
That’s%what%she%use%to%call%carrot%
%
CAR!!!!!
Where!am!I!without!you?!
I!am!at!home!
I!am!in!my!own!head!
But!I!am!no!where!
I!have!nothing!
I!feel!ugly!
I!feel!like!I!have!no!purpose!!
!
Coco%looked%at%her%hands.%Her%head%fell%and%her%eyes%wandered%toward%the%
heavens.%No%good%could%come%from%this.%%
%
Enter%Todd%
%
T:!Mum!
C:!Yes!
T:!I!have!a!surprise!for!you….!
!
Coco%couldn’t%imagine%anything%that%would%lift%her%spirits.%%
She%thought%of%all%the%happiest%things%she%could%think%of%
Ice%Cream…%
Chocolate%though%that%was%similar%
Unicorns%
Glitter%
Text%Messages%
Taxidermy%Raccoons%
Taxidermy%anything…%
Carrots…%
Sob…Sob…Sob…Sobbing%Noises.%Louder.%Louder.%Gasping%for%air.%Choking%on%
Tears!!!!%Choking%on…she%just%didn’t%have%an%appetite%these%days.%%
%
T:!Mum!
C:!Yes!
T:!I!have!a!surprise!for!you!
!
%%%
%
!

T:!No!!Enough!!What!about!me!!It!isn’t!fair!!!
!
!
!
TODD:
Thou know I have the mask of night is on my face,
Else would a maiden blush be paint my cheek
85
For that which thou hast heard me speak tonight.
Fain would I dwell on form.
Fain, fain deny
What I have spoke. But farewell compliment!
90
Dost thou love me? I know thou wilt say “ay,”
And I will take thy word. Yet if thou swear it’s
Thou mayst prove false. At lovers' perjuries,
They say, Jove laughs. O gentle Harold,
If thou dost love, pronounce it faithfully.
95
Or if thou think’st I am too quickly won,
I’ll frown and be perverse and say thee nay,
So thou wilt woo. But else, not for the world.
In truth, fair Montague, I am too fond,
And therefore thou mayst think my 'havior light.
100
But trust me, gentleman, I’ll prove more true
Than those that have more coying to be strange.
I should have been more strange, I must confess,
But that thou overheard’st, ere I was 'ware,
My true love’s passion. Therefore pardon me,
105
And not impute this yielding to light love,
Which the dark night hath so discovered.

!!
!
COCO:!It’s!like!I’m!hearing!you!speak!for!the!first!time!my!son.!!
Todd%sobs.%Louder%sobbing.%Louder.%Gasping.%Again%gasping.%Like%a…like%an%
internet….swallowing%everything.%Watermelon?%%
Sometimes%melons%interrupted%his%thoughts.%%
%
Hmmmm….mmmmmm…melon%
%
Yes.%Also%grapes.%Also…..%
%
Coco%is%overwhelmed.%She%had%been%so%distracted%by%CAR%that%she%had%forgotten%
her%own%son’s%struggle.%She%had%been%a%bad%mother.%All%mother’s%a%bad%
though…really.%That’s%what%Coco%thought.%%
%
%
%
%For%was%Coco%actually%Coco???%
!
Or!was!she!Todd’s!son!dressed!as!his!mother?!!
This!is!hard!to!think!about!
!
Flashback%
15%years%earlier.%

%
Todd!is!giving!birth!to!a!beautiful!baby!boy.!Ashley.!!
Todd!hated!Ashley.!!
For!his!youth.!
And!for!his!mad!skills!at!angry!birds.!!
And!also!everyone!loved!him..!
!
%%
%
Everyone!loved!Ashley.!Especially!young!girls.!!
This!went!to!his!head.!!
He!also!needed!a!mother!figure….!
Todd!tried!his!best!but!he!secretly!hated!Ashley!so!this!didn’t!do!much!for!his!
self!esteem.!!
Ashley!started!to!act!out!mother!fantasies.!!
Smacking!his!toys!on!the!bottom!!!
Making!breakfast!
Going!to!work!and!being!powerful!
Fighting!for!women’s!softball!
!
!
Ashley!did!a!lot!of!good….!
!
Things!became!confused!between!Todd!and!Ashley.!!
Ashley!began!to!take!on!the!running!of!the!household!
He!began!earning!real!money!in!the!softball!game!
And!had!a!strange!affiliation!with!carrots!
A!symbol!perhaps!
I’ll!let!you!read!into!it!
!
One!day!Ashley!became!Coco.!
A!fiercely!independent!woman!
Mother!of!Todd!
!
It’s!a!secret!shame!that!neither!of!them!ever!spoke!of.!
Especially!around!Harold!
!
Enter%Harold%
%
!
!
!Harold!was!not!a!giraffe!
Just!a!man!inside!one!
!
He!had!a!passion!for!educating!people!on!the!dangers!of!tooth!decay.!!
You!should!see!his!pearly!whites.!Like!the!gates!of!heaven.!At!least!Todd!
thought!so.!!
!
!!

!
Anyway…!
!
Harold%Enters%
%
H:!Todd!!What!are!you!doing!here?!?!!
T:!It’s!my!“mother’s”!house!!
H:!Yes!well!
T:!Yes!well!
H:!Yes!well!what!are!you!doing!here?!!
T:!I!was…!
H:!What?!
T:!I!was…well!
!
Ugly%silence%
Coco%looks%weird%
%
%
!
!
%
T:!Coco…Harold…Tell!me!what’s!going!on?!!
H:!We!just!can’t!
T:!You!must!!!
!
H:!Ok!
Harold%was%easy%to%convince.%This%is%how%Todd%got%Harold%to%marry%him.%%
%
H:!It!all!started!a!year!ago.!!
In!the!office.!
Coco!came!in!to!visit!you!
You!had!been!down!because!you!didn’t!know!who!your!father!was!
But!that’s!for!someone!else!
She!and!I!decided!to!try!and!cheer!you!up.!
We’d!been!planning!a!practical!joke!for!months.!
Every!time!we!went!to!the!toilet!we’d!save!a!little!piece!
A!little!nugget!
A!little!stick!
Just!a!pebble!
Not!all!at!once….!
Just!a!little!at!a!time.!!
And!you!had!insisted!on!ordering!the!brown!keyboards.!
!
Todd’s%face%dropped%in%horror.%His%heart%sunk.%The%two%people%he%trusted%most%
had%betrayed%him.%Had%lied%to%him.%He%was%completely%alone.%%
%
%
!
Todd!left!his!mother’s!house!

He!left!his!beloved!and!his!fake!son!mother!
And!took!to!the!open!road!
A!hat!on!his!head!
A!cardigan!
And!brown!pants!
The!world!was!his!
!
What’s!the!time!
He!thought!!
He!was!ready!to!meet!a!new!family!
A!new!companion!
!
The!road!felt!heavy!beneath!his!feet.!!
!

Song of the Open Road
By!Walt!Whitman!!
1!!
Afoot!and!lightXhearted!I!take!to!the!open!road,!!
Healthy,!free,!the!world!before!me,!!
The!long!brown!path!before!me!leading!wherever!I!choose.!!
!
Henceforth!I!ask!not!goodXfortune,!I!myself!am!goodXfortune,!!
Henceforth!I!whimper!no!more,!postpone!no!more,!need!nothing,!!
Done!with!indoor!complaints,!libraries,!querulous!criticisms,!!
Strong!and!content!I!travel!the!open!road.!!
!
The!earth,!that!is!sufficient,!!
I!do!not!want!the!constellations!any!nearer,!!
I!know!they!are!very!well!where!they!are,!!
I!know!they!suffice!for!those!who!belong!to!them.!!
!
(Still!here!I!carry!my!old!delicious!burdens,!!
I!carry!them,!men(and(women,!I!carry!them!with!me!wherever!I!go,!!
I!swear!it!is!impossible!for!me!to!get!rid!of!them,!!
I!am!fill’d!with!them,!and!I!will!fill!them!in!return.)!!
!
!
!
He!was!whole!again!
Freedom!had!filled!him!up!
He!didn’t!need!anyone!
Cream!
Yeah!
!
!
Suddenly!his!head!filled!with!Harold!

The!man!of!his!dreams!and!he’d!left!him!behind!
Is!there!only!one!THE!ONE?!!
Or!do!you!get!six?!!
In!that!case!there!were!5!out!there!
!
!
!
As!the!narrative!dwindled!!
Todd!began!to!feel!sleepy!
His!eyes!fell!shut!and!he!slept!soundly!on!the!side!of!the!road!
Suddenly!a!noise!in!the!distance!
A!root!vegetable!of!sorts????!
The!narrator!shuddered!
She!thought!he!was!dead!
!
!
!
!
!
The!Carrot!snuggled!up!to!sleeping!Todd!
Trying!to!get!as!close!as!he!could!
Is!this!Todd’s!father?!!
He!certainly!felt!an!instinct!!
A!paternal!weight!in!the!bottom!of!his!guts…!
He!felt!kindness!and!love!for!this!poor!lost!boy.!!
!
!
!
This!is!a!day!dream!of!Todd’s!childhood….!
With!his!loving!father!
What!will!happen!when!Todd!wakes!up???!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
The!first!line!of!the!poem!is!the!line!that!delivers!
the!generative!code.!What!follows!is!the!key!
to!the!dream.!Todd!on!the!road!to!the!incestuous!
placenta,!the!key!is!a!book!that!contains!six!million.!
The%Book%of%the%Night,!he!said,!is!unable!to!climb!stairs.!
!
In!the!Moon!man.!David!Bowie!crowd!control.!!
Major!Tom,!a!wedding!at!the!church!of!the!most!!
precious!blood.!Happily!ever!after!in!Thornbury.!
Interpretation!can!be!creepy.!!
Fair!trade!turnips,!borderline!frangiapanis.!!

Most!special!day!ever.!Concerns!!
over!didactic!post!Marxist!feminism!
All!that!jazz.!Caramel!French!kissing,!claustrophobic!!
and!invasive.!I’m!currently!on!the!main!screen,!living!it!up!!
on!the!Northcote!barricades.!Talking!of!filling!of!holes.!!
Just!another!ice!cream!pie,!just!another!collection!of!six!million!!
paperclips.!Assembled!in!order!to!demonstrate!the!reality!of!numbers.!
!
The!book!has!attracted!a!certain!number!of!detractors.!
Very!much!like!writing!a!book!or!deciphering!the!EDM.!DJ!!
Huppatz,!obscure!and!eclectic.!O!that!your!frowns!would!teach!!
my!smiles!such!skill.!One!of!the!books!insists!that!the!detractors!!
say!‘each!word!could!been![sic]!made!to!look!different!…!
under!a!magnifying!glass!they!were!human!beings!with!unique!…’!
!
The!book!is!not!a!memorial!museum.!So!far!documented!!
the!identities!of!4.3!million.!The!author!of!the!book!that!is!
not!called!The%Book%of%the%Night!said!he!is!unable!to!climb!stairs!
without!counting!them.!It!is!in!general!the!principle!of!all!motion,!
of!all!life,!and!of!all!activation!in!the!actual!world.!
!
Never%ever%fuck%your%housemate%
Uncomfortable!silence.!
Kilt!my!wisdom,!tuck!my!metastases!
like!the!same;!analogous!of!identical!
Why!do!old!people!always!look!so!horrified?!
I!connote!
!
It!was!about!a!wolf!that!kept!taking!pride!in!humanity.!
She!needs!to!take!more!pride!in!her!work.!
!
The!key!to!the!neurosis!
is!the!key!to!the!cure.!
like!snow!guilty!of!unprincipled!wisdom,!
the!evidence!disappears.!
!
Crying!without!a!body!
the!violence!of!waiting!
Cover!your!shoulders!with!a!towel!
And!put!the!gloves!on.!
Abolished!as!a!speaking!being!
complicated!history!of!the!troubled!!
swimming!pool.!Animals!had!gnawed!holes!!
in!bones.!Still!greasy!and!smelly.!Sexually!devastating!
festival!of!chimera.!Carrots!make!me!think!of!winter.!
Keyboards!are!only!a!distraction!until!death.!
Something!like!the!music!people!claimed!to!hear!–!!
the!teleological!nonXlinear!swan.!Use!of!the!apartheid!
backlash!classroom!incident.!Girl!writing!a!poem!

about!wolves.!Lawlessness!of!a!kind!of!odour!
another!form!of!moral!panic!like!Todd’s!mother!turning!
tarot!for!turnips.!Doomsaying!prophet!of!the!insider!
travesty!propels!excrement,!fastidious,!cyclical!diatribe!
of!the!hardened!screamfeeder.!Relentlessly!metonymical!
relationship!to!the!mother,!calls!to!Family!Assist.!Lamp!!
lighting!of!tree!trunk!casts!deciduous!shiver.!!
How!does!such!a!beautiful!voice!!
come!out!of!that!filthy!mouth?!
Todd!can’t!help!growing!up!
in!a!landslide.!Terrarium!tricked!my!tongue!
surprised!by!a!little!bit!of!speech.!
!
The!end!of!prose!is!the!exteriority!of!the!book!
substituting!itself!for!the!mother’s!predictions.!
I!knew!a!cyclist!who!would!fill!his!blood!with!drugs.!
Daily!transfusion!is!the!procedure!of!making!
her!promise!not!to!tell.!Quite!effortlessly!she!carried!
other!people’s!secrets,!her!first!husband’s!tax!
evasion!and!the!little!apartment!in!Milson’s!Point.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

CHAPTER 17: withdraw litres of blood Holly Childs
Pressed against a window, an Interflora logo

“coins diamonds jewels pearls … bitch I own the world” Tiga Calore

reader, we come in fresh. That’s you.
I used to say Antigone to myself… in the supermarket like that one that goes he
wasn’t there again today
HEY WHAAATS
Up

ok let’s get to work
com
fcuk it
imagine if I were doing this
idk convoluted thing where I’m typing
on a screen behind myself

lmao
but seriously though,
story ov the night
an explosion
a rupture
a woman Clarice
a hangman Tarot blooddope
I wish Oliver_Mol was doing the tweet a
minute rn would probably use those
ideas but instead being recursive
But not sure I know exactly what
recursion is
cue laugh track
what would Bret Easton Ellis do?
What is happenieng rn?
Writing didn’t used to b a spectator
sport
Idk no 1 throwing ballz rn

But
Is this recursion?

Media training yesterday: just say
whatever you want (and drink Gatorade)

and buy No Limit <!
http://www.hologrambooks.com.au/nolim
it > and a screen cap

that’s me. IM a writer.
Preoder may boek yeeeah
But srsly tho break it
Break it

Smash th narrative to the ground… that
already happened though. A poet pulled
a hangman, upside down.
(she’s carrying secrets)

then she walks to Luna Park, gets a
photorealistic donut tattooed on her…
right.. foot.
\m/ oxygen rich blood \m/
it’s already dead
~slide~ is destruction sxc?
Gotta get adblolcker

let’s share some silence

play Erykah badu (sorry Susie it in the script ;)

THERE IS NO SCRIPT
So

AFTER A Bomb blast.
Characters (Clarice + Hannibal [ily bb])
lurk or crawl around
Sxc as fuck
“aren’t we living the apocalypse rn?” Holly
chids
I mean some ov us are, I mean that’s
subjective I mean get her look:
Holly wears:

Idk it pretty self explanatory

But lot of ~trust right now because I could
just delete the whole doc~
I just saved it did u see?
Im writing to u because ifly
I fucking love you
But like realy tho select all
Delete all
<this is a lov poem>
walk out into the “whaite
naight”
in costume jewellery…
but secretly one piece also
from Tiffany’es lmao
[but I won’t tell u which
1{that’s how much ifly}]
are the players in the scene because this is
when:

Judy McKay Flowers TAKES OVER
AND THE DROPPPPPPP
From this point on all characters convert to
jewels:
Diamante choker turns to pearl earring and
positively sparkles.
(ps protagonist has left the story, unplugged
the laptop like is totally shickered @whaite
naight u know what I’m saying bb?)
love heart locket blows a cutie phosphorescent
kiss @ a key on a charm on a locket next to a

pretty lil bb kitten that’s also made ov
stirling silver but like… 999. You could bite
straight through it.
Reflections in … snowboarders glarefoil but
no snow
Audience poll: does snow count as nature?
a scrunchie,
associative,
a yellow and purple
scrunchie worn by a very
cute this

I’m doing a thing
The scrunchie pattern is
Barbed wire pattern or just straight up
barbed wire like it gets sooo hard to brush
baby dog’s hair with that in
And hten the dog runs away (in2 whaite
naight soooo wasted)
But actually a waterfall
~relax~
a dog called Mushroom is gone and u are alone
in fact
YOU DON’T EXIST N E MORE
It’s just the jewellery from this point.

“it’s inevitable” tweets Brad Pitt in a drawl

well she is a Leo and Mercury is retrograde

another thing is like culturally some things shift
like do playas still wear novelty satin boxer
shorts?
Tropes shift

Parenteal advistory
recomeneded
What do they say
Does ye phone altocorrect “fml” to “fuck my life”?
The worst
I think that’s recursion too
But still idk what means
“I’m so happy, baby” says Ashanti. To the
jewellery, “recursion’s not even the right word,” she
whispers, “you should use the dictionary

application, just to, youknow, check” but she kind

ov stutters cccheekcc like epic mic check. Trying to
cover “to chec

!
The!strangest!thing!about!the!jewellery!was!that!
it!spoke!to!her.!Not!in!dreams!like!she!expected,!
but!at!odd!times!of!the!day!when!it!thought!no!
one!was!noticing.!She!wouldn’t!answer!back!for!
fear!of!encouraging!it.!As!much!as!it!was!
possible!to!do!so.!The!rest!of!the!time!it!sat!there!
like!some!kind!of!hereditary!suffering!that!she!
could!look!at!or!not!but!it!wouldn’t!matter!to!the!
things.!For!the!rest!of!the!time!she!moved!
through!her!life!with!some!kind!of!softness,!as!if!
afraid!of!waking!it.!!
‘Why!are!you!talking!to!your!necklace?’!her!
partner,!James!said!to!her!one!night.!!
‘I,’!she!said,!struggling!to!work!out!when!it!was!
that!he’d!walked!into!the!room.!‘I!wasn’t?’!it!was,!
skype…’!she!looked!at!the!laptop,!upon!which!
various!recurring!images!of!her!past!selves!were!
moving!back!from!the!screen!at!the!same!
moment!as!he!looked!over!to!see!who!she!was!
supposed!to!be!talking!to.!There!was!no!one!
there!but!various!mirrors!of!people!who!she!
hadn’t!been.!!
‘Sorry,’!he!said,!aware!that!he’d!interrupted!
something!but!not!sure!what.!‘Dinner!ready,’!he!
said!in!the!silence,!more!for!something!to!say!
than!because!it!was!something!that!was!relevant!
to!them.!They!rarely!ate!dinner!together.!!
!

___!plot!points!guys?__!
At!the!end!of!each!day!she!considered!selling!the!
stuff!that!was!starting!more!and!more!to!haunt!
her,!but!there!was!no!means!of!doing!so!without!
waking!it.!In!the!end!she!decided!that!it!was!
enough!that!she’d!stopped!talking!to!it,!and!
moved!on!from!this!part!of!her!life!and!into!
something!wider,!which!was!only!at!this!
moment,!starting!to!take!form.!
!
It!was!around!this!time!that!she!realised!she!
could!no!longer!live!with!James.!He!knew!too!
much.!Not!in!a!serial!killer,!im!sorry!I’m!wearing!
your!skin!kinda!way,!but!in!that!they!had!an!
intimacy!that!wasn’t!going!to!be!able!to!keep!her!
moving!through!the!world,!knowing!that!
someone!had!this!much!power!over!her.!The!
power!of!undioing!everything!that!she’d!fought!
for!with!the!kind!of!sanity!that!had!been!almost!
undermined!by!the!jewels!(which!she’d!finally!
moved!on!from).!She!thought,!momentarily!
about!killing!him.!Or!maybe!just!making!him!go!
away,!in!a!way!that!was!permanent.!But!she!
didn’t!have!the!heart!(or!lack!thereof)!for!
anything!so!emotionally!messy!as!killing.!It!was!
biblical,!this!she!knew.!She’d!been!forced!into!
something!with!nuns!in!her!childhood.!It!was!
about!all!she!could!remember!from!that!part!of!
her!life,!that!there!had!been!quiet,!cowled!

women!who!had!insisted!on!various!strange!
things,!the!idea!of!talking!to!a!large!man!in!her!
head!was!just!one!of!them.!They!referred!to!him!
by!plenty!of!names!but!she’d!always!seen!more!
of!a!fascination!with!the!snake.!It!had!been!more!
personal,!a!little!creepy!sure,!but!nothing!as!
creepy!as!an!allXgirls!Catholic!school!hadn’t!
prepared!her!for.!She!related!to!it!on!a!level!that,!
later!she!would!be!worried!had!something!to!do!
with!Freud.!It!wasn’t!that!though,!it!was!the!
constant!talking,!and!the!being!draped!around!
her!neck,!and!the!soft!hissing!in!her!ear!that!all!
she!had!to!do!was!take!her!clothes!off!and!
become!like!Lillith.!It!would!be!enough!that!she!
could!kiss!him!once!(she!wasn’t!sure!which!him!
the!serpent!or!Adam)!and!then!leave!forever.!!
!
That!was!another!of!the!many!things!that!she!
couldn’t!do,!leave,!forever!or!otherwise.!It!was!a!
soft!option,!on!the!other!end!of!the!extreme!as!
killing.!She!thought!about!bathtubs!A!drowinign!
for!him!wouldn’t!be!quite!so!bad.!At!leas!thtat!
way!she!could!see!him!naked!one!more!time!
before!he,!well…!!
She!stopped!herself,!picked!up!the!necklace!that!
was!once!again!in!her!hands.!The!kind!of!
obsession!that!even!she!had!realised!she!was!
ignoring!until!it!was!too!late.!It!was!around!her!
neck,!there!was!a!soft!hissing!in!her!ears.!!

!
!
She’d!been!acting!strange!since!Wednesday!Well!
if!he!was!honest!with!himself!it!had!been!a!lot!
longer!than!that!but!prior!to!then!he’d!been!to!in!
love.!Or!at!least!in!something!close!enough!to!it!
for!it!not!to!worry!him!as!much!as!maybe!it!
should!have.!When!they’d!met!he’d!thought!her!
simply!quirky,!rather!than!now!when!she!was!
actually!starting!to!worry!him.!Take!the!other!
night!for!example.!
‘Do!snakes!talk?’!she!asked,!the!softness!of!her!
skin!beliing!the!fact!that!she’d!almost,!perhaps,!
hissed!this!phrase!to!him.!
‘What?’!he!put!down!his!copy!of!the!New!Yorker!
and!tried!to!look!at!her,!but!her!side!of!the!bed!
was!all!dark.!‘In!a!Harry!Potter!kinda!way?’!he!
said,!thinking!about!the!one!thing!they’d!had!to!
talk!about!when!he’d!met!her!at!literary!speed!
dating.!They!both!were!the!odd!ones!out,!
between!the!old!guy!who’d!brought!along!a!
battered!ccopy!of’The!Story!of!O’!and!the!girls!
with!varioes!version!of!penguin!classics.!The!
tweo!of!them!had!the!same!kind!of!cover!of!the!
same!magical!boy,!and!it!was!this,!more!than!
anything!else,!the!candles!on!the!table!the!
endless!buzzing!of!people!trying!to!work!out!if!
they!were!intellectually!attracted!to!each!other!

enough!to!fuck,!that!sparked!the!romance!
amongst!them.!!
‘why!do!you!ask?’!he!said!after!a!while,!and!
thought!he!heard!the!hissing!sound!again.!but!
she!was!simply!snoring.!
He!didn’t!think!she’d!done!that.!Ever!before.!The!
necklace!on!the!side!of!the!bed!didn’t!glow!
softly.!But!he!felt!that!maybe!it!should.!
!
In!the!morning!she!went!ahead!with!her!plan!to!
leave.!It!was!only!when!she!woke!up!and!found!
that!he’d!not!woken!her!at!the!same!time!that!se!
realised!he!probably!was!having!his!own!doubts.!
This!was!enough!to!make!her!frightened.!And!so!
she!moved!through!the!house!and!collected!all!
the!things!that!had!held!some!kind!of!meaning!
to!her.!After!she!did!that,!she!realised!that!she!
was!only!left!with!the!necklace.!Everything!else!
wasn’t!relevant.!Things!could!be!bought!again,!
even!if!they!were!second!hand!it!wouldn’t!
matter!to!her.!She!tried!to!leave!a!note!but!the!
pen!felt!strange!in!her!hand,!like!she!was!trying!
to!write!a!novel!at!midnight.!It!was!all!she!could!
do!not!to!set!fire!to!the!place!as!she!walked.!!
!
She!walked!until!it!became!too!dark!to!do!so,!
and!then!she!continued!walking!buy!the!light!of!
lamps!that!didn’t!burst!into!light!as!she!moved!
under!them,!but!flickered!in!a!midlife!crissi!

kinda!way.!Throughout!the!various!carpark!
shaped!towns,!all!she!could!think!of!was!how!
things!were!going!to!progress!from!here!
__IDEAS?_!!
!
When!she!found!herself!by!the!sea!(WHICH!IS!
WHERE!ALL!MY!STORIES!GO!EVENTUALLY)_!!it!
wasn’t!a!surprise!so!much!as!something!that!had!
been!coming!fromsuch!a!long!way!off!that!she!
hadn’t!been!able!to!se!eit,!but!when!it!arrived!it!
was!familiar!and!washed!at!her!feet.!She!threw!
the!necklace!into!the!water.!It!didn’t!scream!as!
she!did!so,!but!she!thought!maybe!it!should!
have.!!
!
The!rest!of!the!day!was!sufficnetly!unmagical!
either,!and!she!thought!that!was!proof!that!the!
world!was!returning!to!something!approaching!
normalcy.!As!this!happened,!as!the!coffee!cooled!
and!her!toast!grew!stale!in!the!toaster,!she!
wondered!what!it!was!that!had!happened!to!her.!
She!thought!about!calling!James!but!it!wouldn’t!
have!helped.!He!would!either!be!at!work!and!
maybe!not!even!have!noticed!her!absence,!or!he!
wouldn’t,!and!would!already!have!understood!
the!depths!of!her!betrayal.!She!decided!that!if!
she!was!going!to!do!anything!approaching!living!
a!life,!she!would!go!find!Adam.!And!try!not!to!kill!
him!this!time.!!

!
The!dating!site!listed!several!thousand!Adams.!
And!only!a!couple!hundered!of!them!had!their!
shirts!off.!She!was!sure!Adam,!when!she!cfound!
him,!wouldn’t!be!wearing!a!shirt,!and!would!
almost!certainla!have!a!tattoo,!perhaps!of!past!
lovers,!or!his!mother,!or!simply!GOD!written!in!
all!caps!across!her!chest.!She!wondered!if!this!
would!prove!to!be!a!turn!on!or!a!turn!off.!
IOMagined!God!perhaps!looking!down,!
wondering!if!he!would!contunine!his!
unfortionate!habit!of!impregnating!women!who!
weren’t!really!having!anything!to!do!with!him!at!
the!time.!She!sent!a!few!messages!off!to!the!
Adams,!and!by!the!time!she’d!finished!doing!
that,!there!were!a!dozen!or!so!messages!all!from!
people!who!seemed!to!think!‘Big!Cok?’!was!a!
nice!pickup!line.!They!weren’t!Adam.!She!also!
didn’t!think!they!would!have!a!god!tattoo.!She!
read!personal!ads!too,!but!they!were!all!
depressing!in!a!different!kind!of!way.!!
‘M,!42,!looking!for!partner!who!can!play!chess,!
looks!not!impt,!personlty!++’.!They!didn’t!even!
list!a!name.!She!wondered!about!this,!whether!
the!remove!of!the!person!was!something!like!a!
Kanye!West!of!the!soul.!If!they!were!all!dead!
rappers!and!their!ghosts!were!now!forcing!them!
to!find!love!with!the!same!kind!of!erver!which!
she’d!discovered!since!the!beach.!It!was!a!

thurdsday,!and!she!realised!that!she!hadn’t!
eaten!for!most!of!this!story.!!
!
The!guy!at!the!sadnwith!bar!looked!at!her!like!
some!kind!of!downXonXhisXluck!god.!She!didn’t!
love!him!at!first!sight,!but!that!was!only!because!
she!was!distracted!by!the!snadwitch.!She!had!
priorities,!of!course,!and!his!name!taghadn’t!said!
Adam.!In!fact!it!hadn’t!said!anything!,!he!
explained!to!her!as!he!made!her!meal,!that!he!
refused!such!bourgeoise!notions!as!having!your!
name!on!you!at!all!times.!He!refused!these!kinds!
of!things,!just!as!effortlessly!as!he!spread!
avacardo!on!her!bread!(not!a!metaphor).!He!
looked!at!her!in!the!eyes!and!asked!what!her!
name!was.!!
‘This!is!a!test,’!she!said,!knowing!that!it!might!
not!have!been!and!not!even!caring.!He!hadn’t!
asked!her!her!favourttie!book!though.!And!that!
was!an!improvement.!They!moved!through!the!
small!politeness!of!getting!to!know!each!other,!
and!she!tried!hard!to!pretend!that!she!wasn’t!
cursed,!or!at!least!haunted!by!boys!that!wouldn’t!
cry.!Around!her!they!had!always!felt!the!ned!to!
try!and!hide!the!depth!of!their!feelings,!or!at!leas!
the!ones!that!they!didn’t!think!she’d!be!ready!
for.!The!sandwtich!was!okay.!She!didn’t!get!his!
number.!!
!

In!the!evneings!she!checked!the!dating!site!
again.!There!were!35!new!messages.!They!
weren’t!from!any!of!men!she’d!contacted.!This!
wasn’t!surprising!but!it!was!disappointing!
enough!that!she!went!back!to!the!personal!ads.!
The!only!one!she’d!circled!was!the!one!that!had!
made!her!smile,!the!sad!desperation!of!a!chess!
game!with!someone!she!didn’t!know.!She!wrote!
a!letter,!realsing!that!it!was!the!same!kind!of!
letter!she’d!wanted!to!write!her!partner!before!
leaving!but!hadn’t!managed!to.!In!it!she!simply!
said!she!knew!nothing!about!chess,!but!thought!
it!might!be!worth!learning,!at!least!it!was!honest.!
And!that!was!all!that!she!was!capable!of!at!this!
moment.!It!felt!strange!to!be!mailing!something!
from!an!address!she!wasn’t!sure!she!would!even!
be!inhabiting!this!time!next!week.!She!sealed!it!
with!SWALK,!which!she!thought!he!would!
appreciate!considering!his!age.!Although!
depending!on!if!he’d!liked!about!his!age!(as!she!
was!finding!men!actually!did,!something!she’d!
never!thought!of!before)!then!it!might!even!
bring!up!memories!of!the!war.!But!that!was!fine!
too.!She!had!to!learn!to!deal!with!these!things.!!
!
‘Are!you!okay!with!pets?’!he!wrote!back?!‘The!
chess!isn’t!a!problem,!but!my!dog!might!be…’!he!
wrote!in!an!old!fashioned!style,!letting!the!pen!
dip!and!drip!its!way!across!the!page.!She!

thought!she!liked!him!already,!but!it!wasn’t!hard!
to!copete!with!the!guy!who’d!sent!her!a!
message.!!
‘I’m!Adam,!do!you!wanna!meet!up?!;)’!The!winky!
face!especially!had!made!her!scared!on!a!level!
that!talking!to!a!necklace!hadn’t!even!managed.!
Instead!she!was!looking!forward!to!the!old!man!
(not!in!that!way.!Jesus.).!!
‘Dogs!are!fine,’!she!wrote!back,!wondering!if!she!
should!be!more!enthuasistc.!It!wasn’t!necessary!
though,!as!he!replied!the!very!next!day,!with!
CHINA!on!the!back!of!his!envelope!(something!
she!had!to!google,!and!was!impressed!when!she!
did!so).!!
!
They!met!up!in!!a!park.!He’d!been!easy!to!spot,!
old!men!have!a!habit!of!acquiring!pigeons!
whenever!they!go!to!parks.!There!was!a!
chessboard!in!front!of!him,!but!no!pieces.!She!
wondred!if!he!was!expecting!her!to!play!in!her!
mind,!she’d!heard!of!such!things,!but!knew!that!
it!would!be!beyond!her.!She!could!perhaps!fake!
it!for!a!little!while!however.!She!didn’t!enjoy!
lying,!but!she!was!good!at!it.!!
‘Hello,’!he!said,!looking!up!at!her.!But!he!hadn’t!
moved!his!mouth.!She!tried!not!to!flinch.!!
‘Hello?’!she!said.!!
‘ring!a!ring!of!roses!a!pocke!full!of!posies,’!the!
man!didn’t!say.!She!again!tried!not!to!panic.!But!

she’d!had!experience!with!talking!things.!The!
dogwinked!at!her.!‘Bonercock,’!it!said.!She!
laughed,!and!hoped!that!she!wasn’t!
hallucinating.!It!would!be!a!shame!to!have!to!kill!
the!man.!Another!case!of!poepel!knowing!too!
much!too!soon.!
‘Don’t!mind!him,’!the!dog!said!wagging!its!tail!in!
the!direction!of!the!man.!‘He!doesn’t!talk!much.’!
‘Is!he!alive?’!she!bent!down!to!pat!the!dog,!on!
reflex,!and!then!realised!it!was!the!kind!of!
creature!that!would!talk.!And!that!it!probably!
wouldn’t!appreciate!it.!!
‘Pavolov!was!right!you!know,’!the!dog!said,!
nudiging!her!with!his!head.!!
‘About!what?’!
‘No!matter,!let’s!walk!and!talk.’!
The!dog!stood!up,!and!the!old!man!did!the!same.!
‘Those!letters,’!she!said!‘dod!you!wirte!them?’!
‘Does!it!look!like!these!paws!are!made!for!
writing?’!she!laughed.!The!dog!hailed!a!taxi.!!
‘Hm,’!she!said,!looking!at!the!old!man!with!his!
arms!raised.!‘Do!you!communicate!with!him,!or!
something?!Is!this!a!kind!of!magic?’!
‘Everything’s!a!kind!of!magic,’!the!dog!said.!They!
got!in!the!taxi.!It!definitely!didn’t!smell!like!
magic.!It!smelled!like!leather,!wet!dog,!and!a!
man!who!didn’t!speak.!!
‘The!chess!was!just!a!joke,’!the!dog!said!after!a!
while.!‘I!wanted!to!see!what!would!happen!if!

you!replied!and!tried!to!pretend!you!know!what!
was!happening.’!
‘What!is!happening?’!she!said.!!
‘I!just!wanted!to!help!you!find!your!man,!Adam,!
was!it?’!!
‘That!would!be!nice.’!She!said.!The!taxi!came!to!a!
stop.!!
!
!
The!enxt!morning!she!wondered!if!she’d!gone!
mad.!It!was!entirely!possible,!and!would!
perhaps!be!something!she!could!explore!at!a!
later!date.!Something!else!to!also!explore!was!
the!house!that!she!had!woken!up!in.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
An!introduction!to!the!new!world.!!
!
It!was!a!long!time!coming,!the!new!world.!There!
was!a!glimmer!of!light!along!the!beach,!but!little!
else.!Ashanti!stood!and!watched!the!sun.!First!a!
whisper,!then!a!flood.!It!came!over!the!horizon,!
until!there!was!no!horizon:!only!light.!!
!
In!the!distance,!two!small!figures!were!slowly!
becoming!clear.!A!man,!wizened,!holding!a!staff!
of!driftwood,!and!at!his!side,!the!small!black!
shape!of!his!dog.!The!place!where!she!stood!was!
the!place!where!she’d!thrown!her!jewellery!into!
the!sea.!She’d!stood!there!and!hoped!for!a!sign!
when!the!pearls!hit!the!water.!!
!
The!man!arrived,!and!his!lips!moved,!but!the!
sound!came!from!the!dog.!
!
Looking!for!your!jewels?!The!dog!said.!
!

Ashanti!looked!at!him!sideways.!Man!moves!his!
mouth,!dog!talks.!Something!strange!going!on!
here.!
!
She!bent!to!a!crouch!and!rubbed!a!hand!under!
the!dog’s!chin.!!
!
What’s!your!name?!She!said.!
!
The!dog!moved!his!mouth,!and!the!old!man!
spoke.!My!name,!he!said,!is!NOT!Kanye!West.!
!
(recapping:!she’s!looking!for!love!on!a!dating!
site,!and!she’s!been!hanging!with!a!guy!called!
Adam,!and!there!are!biblical!overtones.!And!
there’s!an!old!man!who!doesn’t!talk,!but!his!dog!
does.)!
!
You’re!looking!for!love,!right?!The!dog!said.!
!
Of!course.!Who!isn’t?!
!
You!threw!your!jewels!into!the!sea;!you!give!up!
something!precious!you’ll!get!something!
precious!in!return.!(We’ve!got!some!moralistic!
fairytale!shit!going!on!right!here).!
!
The!dog!turned!and!pointed!out!to!sea,!
retrieverXstyle.!Ashanti!turned!and!followed!his!

quivering!nose.!There!in!the!surf,!the!waves!lit!
by!the!morning!sun,!curling!and!dropping!in!
shaggy!sprays,!the!water!began!to!boil.!
!
At!first!it!was!a!subtle!bubbling.!It!grew!in!
intensity.!This!was!the!spot!where!she’d!thrown!
her!pearls.!The!foaming!grew!to!a!vigorous!
spouting!of!water!into!the!air.!Like!the!Lady!of!
the!Lake,!a!hand!rose!from!the!water,!born!out!
of!the!pearls.!The!hand!was!holding!something.!
It!wasn’t!immediately!clear,!but!slowly!Ashanti!
realised.!!
!
Holy!shit,!she!breathed.!It’s!a!pregnancy!test.!
!
She’d!seen!a!few!pregnancy!tests!in!her!time.!!
!
There!were!those!that!showed!positive!with!two!
lines.!Those!that!had!the!infinity!symbol.!Those!
that!were!in!the!shape!of!a!cross!(which!were!
the!ones!purchased!from!Christian!chemists).!!
!
This!one!wasn’t!like!that.!It!had!a!pomegranate!
on!it.!The!symbolism!of!it!was!unclear.!The!hand!
withdrew!into!the!water.!
!
What!does!that!mean?!She!turned!to!the!dog,!
looking!for!answers.!There!was!a!certain!look!in!

the!dog’s!trusting!brown!eyes!that!gave!her!the!
sense!that!the!dog!knew!something!about!life.!!
!
The!dog!wasn’t!paying!her!any!attention.!Its!
eyes,!no!longer!trusting,!had!grown!wide.!It!was!
staring!out!to!sea,!past!the!illuminated,!
mysterious!pomegranate!pregnancy!test,!to!
where!a!single!line!was!cutting!through!the!
water.!!
!
A!fin.!!
!
At!first!a!tiny!tip,!just!breaking!the!surface.!Then!
a!wedge!of!muscular!black!dorsal,!a!sharp!line!of!
cartilage!shearing!through!the!water.!It!rose!up,!
and!rose!up,!and!there,!bursting!free!of!the!surf,!
was!the!tremendous!blueXblack!expanse!of!an!
orca.!
!
The!creature!had!overshot!its!mark.!!
!
Its!intention,!clearly!to!take!the!dog!in!its!mouth!
and!drag!it!back!into!the!water,!had!flown!too!
far.!It!had!landed!entirely!upon!the!dog,!
crushing!it!beneath!its!massive!body!weight.!!
!
The!old!man!turned,!his!eyes!bright.!!
!

Ashanti!drew!in!her!breath.!She!assumed!he!
would!have!been!horrified;!there!was!clearly!
some!powerful!connection!between!man!and!
dog,!if!one!could!speak!and!the!voice!came!out!of!
the!other’s!mouth.!But!the!man!looked!positively!
delighted.!
!
As!the!Orca!wriggled!its!bulk!back!into!the!
waves,!blushing!a!faint!pink!in!embarrassment!
at!having!fucked!up!the!dive,!the!old!man!began!
to!laugh.!!
!
The!laughter!came!not!from!the!small,!crushed!
body!of!the!dog,!but!from!the!man’s!own!life.!
!
Thank!god!!The!man!cried.!I’ve!been!stuck!in!the!
company!of!that!damn!dog!for!decades.!The!dog!
was!a!serial!racist.!Awful!company.!He!was!the!
alterXego!that!I’ve!always!feared!and!hated.!I!
was!cursed.!!
!
So!who!are!you?!Ashanti!asked.!
!
I’m!the!founding!CEO!of!Grindr,!the!old!man!
said.!And!you!wouldn’t!believe!how!much!it!
fucked!up!my!chances!on!dates!to!be!attached!to!
a!talking!dog.!And!an!ugly!frikkin!dog!too.!A!pug.!
That!really!messes!with!your!changes,!I!gotta!
say.!!

!
I’m!so!grateful!I’m!gonna!grant!you!three!
wishes.!As!the!founding!CEO!of!Grindr,!what!
three!wishes!are!within!my!power!to!grant!you?!!
Ashanti!thought!about!what!had!been!
happening!over!these!last!crazy!few!hours.!It!felt!
like!only!yesterday!she’d!been!talking!to!her!
jewellery.!She’d!been!dating.!She’d!!been!
thinking!in!subtle!biblical!overtones.!But!that!
was!all!in!the!past.!Now!she!had!a!chance!to!
move!forward.!To!find!love.!!
!
For!my!first!wish,!she!said,!I!would!like!another!
three!wishes.!!
!
For!my!next!wish,!I’d!like!a!version!a!Grindr!that!
works!for!straight!women.!
!
The!man!looked!deeply!perplexed.!You’re!asking!
me,!the!creator!of!the!world’s!pioneering!queer!
hookup!application,!to!make!you!a!version!that!
works!for!straight!women?!
!
Yup,!Ashanti!said.!
!
So!I’m!gonna!have!to!ask!you!a!few!questions,!
the!old!man!said.!I!wouldn’t!know!where!to!
start.!First,!what!the!hell!do!straight!women!
want?!

!
Attention.!Passion.!Not!cats.!Dogs.!
!
Shut!up!about!the!dogs,!the!old!man!said.!I!just!
got!rid!of!the!last!one.!
!
Ok!sorry.!Ingenuity.!Taller!than!me,!decent!head!
of!hair,!well!educated,!financially!secure,!decent!
sized!cock,!knows!how!to!use!it.!
!
Amen,!the!old!man!said.!Amen.!Check!your!
phone.!
!
Ashanti!rummaged!her!handbag!for!her!phone.!
She!flipped!the!case!open.!There!was!something!
different!about!it.!It!was!tugging!in!her!hand.!
Just!subtly,!pulling!in!a!particular!direction,!
away!to!the!south,!over!the!sand!dunes!and!back!
towards!the!main!road.!!
!
Should!I!–!!
!
You!should!just!follow!it,!the!old!man!said.!It’ll!
take!you!where!you!need!to!go.!!
!
Thanks.!!
!
Ashanti!turned!from!the!old!man!and!made!her!
way!across!the!beach,!leaving!him!standing!

there!on!the!tideline,!next!to!the!mangled!corpse!
of!his!dog,!laughing!maniacally.!
!
Up!over!the!sand!dunes,!the!road!stretched!
away!left!and!right.!The!phone!was!pulling!her!
to!the!right,!towards!the!distant!lights!of!the!
town.!It!was!still!early;!the!street!lights!were!
still!on.!!
!
About!a!kilometre!in,!the!morning!traffic!began.!
First!the!trucks!coming!in!from!the!country!with!
morning!produce!for!the!markets.!Then!the!
large!estate!wagons,!filled!with!children!who!
leaned!their!screaming!heads!out!the!window!
and!hollered!at!her!as!they!shot!past.!
!
Then!came!the!pilgrims,!in!their!enormous!black!
fourXwheelXdrives.!They!wore!black!suits,!and!
had!dour,!fixed!faces,!concentrating!on!the!road!
ahead.!They!streamed!past!in!ones!and!twos.!
Ashanti!had!never!seen!so!many!in!the!one!
place.!The!pilgrims!were!clearly!on!their!way!
somewhere,!and!wherever!that!was,!her!phone!
was!leading!her!there.!
!
In!the!central!area!of!the!town,!there!wasn’t!a!
free!park!for!miles.!Every!spot!was!taken!with!a!
black!four!wheel!drive.!The!pilgrims!parked!

their!cars!and!streamed!towards!the!square!that!
lay!in!the!centre!of!town.!!
!
A!stage!had!been!erected!in!the!centre!of!the!
square.!The!phone!in!Ashanti’s!hand,!augmented!
with!her!superXGrindrXstraightXwoman!app,!was!
leading!her.!She!knew!better!than!to!question!its!
wisdom.!In!the!past,!wisdom!had!been!found!in!
many!and!various!places.!In!churches,!in!books,!
in!music,!in!conversation.!But!these!days,!it!was!
a!truth!universally!acknowledged!that!a!single!
woman!in!possession!of!a!good!phone!app,!must!
be!in!want!of!a!husband.”!
!
The!app!was!clearly!directing!her!to!the!
diminutive!figure!on!the!stage.!He!wasn’t!tall;!he!
wasn’t!commanding;!he!wasn’t!even!particularly!
good!looking.!Hell,!he!was!OLD.!Like,!old!enough!
to!be!her!father.!In!fact,!there!was!something!
familiar!about!him.!Something!in!the!way!he!
gazed!out!over!the!heads!of!his!rapidly!
assembling!followers;!for!they!were!clearly!
there!to!hear!this!man!speak.!!
!
And!speak!he!did.!When!he!opened!his!mouth,!
Ashanti!knew!that!this!was!the!man.!!
!
His!words!flowed!forth!out!over!the!crowd,!
ruffling!their!hair,!circling!their!fingers!and!

wrists!and!forearms!and!shoulders,!whispering!
into!their!ears!and!caressing!their!lobes.!!
!
The!golden,!relentless!voice!needed!no!words.!
Content!was!irrelevant.!It!was!the!tone!and!
timbre!of!the!voice!itself!that!captivated.!!
!
Ashanti!found!herself!in!the!front!row.!Then!she!
found!herself!on!stage.!Then!she!found!herself!
standing,!facing!the!speaker.!She!looked!at!his!
face,!and!there!was!a!great!and!overwhelming!
familiarity!to!him.!Something!she!could!not!
place!but!felt!no!need!to.!It!was!an!intimacy!born!
of!some!instinct!that!usurped!words.!!
!
Then!it!hit!her.!!
!
This!man,!this!beautiful!man,!was!the!man!she!
was!destined!to!love.!!
!
This!man,!this!beautiful!man,!was!also!her!
father.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Ashanti!stared!out!at!the!crowd!of!cloud!dark!
pilgrims.!In!the!light!they!appeared!like!the!
audience!of!a!game!show.!Make!a!match!maybe,!
or!the!dating!game.!She!felt!that!they!all!only!
wanted!one!thing!from!her.!They!wanted!her!to!
take!this!beautiful,!diminutive!man,!this!man!
with!the!golden!voice,!into!her!arms!and!kiss!
him.!
!
Yet!something!held!her!to!her!spot.!Dazed!under!
the!lights!she!wondered!on!her!next!move.!Her!
thighs!were!hot,!pulsing.!What!to!do?!
!
The!pilgrims!began!to!chant.!While!Ashanti!
couldn’t!understand!their!strange,!mystic!
language,!her!anxiety!and!the!heat!in!her!sex!
compounded!to!make!all!the!sound!in!the!room!
resound!like!a!private!directive.!
!
‘Asante!re!ha.!Asante!re!had,’!chanted!the!
pilgrims!but!Ashanti!heard!something!different.!
!
What!was!it?!‘Ashanti,!this!is!bad’?!Or,!could!it!
have!been!something!worse,!something!like!
‘Ashanti,!it’s!your!Dad.’!
!
Ashanti!shook!her!head!and!blinked.!The!
diminutive!old!man!with!the!golden!voice!was!
beckoning!to!her.!But!suddenly!what!she!felt!

was!not!the!surging!desire!of!a!woman!whose!
wish!has!been!granted!by!the!mystical!dog!
entrapped!ceo!of!grinder!but!a!dirty!school!girl!
kind!of!feeling.!Were!these!pilgrims!testing!her?!
Ashanti!swallowed!dryly.!One!thing!was!clear.!
She!couldn’t!make!any!decision!while!under!the!
spell!of!this!golden!voice,!both!lust!inducing!and!
repulsive.!
!
Ashanti!mustered!all!her!strength!and!dragged!
herself!from!the!stage.!Once!out!of!the!lights!the!
pilgrims!no!longer!appeared!like!a!personal!
audience!egging!her!into!a!public!orgy.!Instead!
they!were!just!a!bunch!of!devoted!quacks!out!
too!late!in!an!unfamiliar!city.!!
!
There!was!only!one!way!to!find!out!whether!the!
man!on!stage!was!Ashanti’s!soul!mate!or!just!
another!two!bit!preacher.!Ashanti!knew!she!had!
to!get!back!to!the!beach!and!talk!to!the!CEO!of!
Grindr.!She!hoped!he!would!still!be!there.!She!
ran!from!the!stage!and!out!in!to!the!square!
where!she,!fortuitously,!saw!a!police!horse,!
tethered,!watering!at!a!troff.!She!looked!around!
for!his!owner!but!could!see!no!cops.!!
!
Ashanti!loved!to!ride!horses.!She!had!been!a!
blue!ribbon!dressage!champion!in!her!school!
days!and!felt!emboldened!by!her!quest,!the!

feeling!of!new!love!and!her!desperation!to!get!
back!to!the!beach.!She!mounted!the!horse.!!
!
‘Easy!boy,’!she!said,!‘easy.’!
‘I’m!not!a!boy!actually,’!said!the!horse.!
‘A!talking!horse?’!Ashanti!couldn’t!believe!her!
luck.!Three!talking!animals!in!one!evenings.!!
‘My!mistake,’!she!apologised.!‘I’m!Ashanti,!
what’s!your!name?’!
‘I’m!constable!Constance.!Who!the!fuck!do!you!
think!you!are?!You!don’t!just!go!around!
mounting!strangers!you!know?!I’m!a!real!horse,!
not!some!kind!of!horse!object!you!can!project!
your!fantasies!of!horseXasXmindlessXtransport.’!
!
Ashanti!flushed.!She!had!projected!just!such!a!
fantasy!on!to!Constance!and!she!felt!deeply!
ashamed.!
!
‘I’m!really!sorry,’!she!murmered,!climbing!down!
from!the!sadle.!‘I!have!had!a!really!weird!day.!I!
met!the!CEO!of!Grindr!and!he!granted!me!the!
wish!of!finding!my!true!love!and!then!I!think!I!
met!him!on!stage!in!the!square!but!I!also!got!this!
really!bad!feeling!and!I!need!to!check!the!deal!
with!the!CEO!before!I!lose!what!might!be!my!one!
chance!at!true!love.!
!

The!horse!was!moved!despite!her!anger!at,!once!
again,!being!treated!as!little!more!than!a!cheap!
to!run!vehicle.!Constance!spent!much!of!her!
down!time!dreaming!about!love!too.!Love,!and!a!
world!where!she!would!never!again!have!to!
canter!across!the!asphalt!with!some!donut!
eating!power!tripper!on!her!back.!!!
!
Ashanti,!visibly!deflated,!was!already!turning!
and!moving!across!the!square.!Perhaps,!she!
tought,!she!should!just!try!to!fuck!the!preacher!
and!see!what!happens.!There!was!little!chance!
she!could!get!to!the!beach!without!the!horses!
help!and!she!felt!too!ashamed!to!ask!for!it!now.!!
!
Slowly!Constance!ambled!up!to!Ashanti.!!
!
‘You!really!have!to!work!on!your!fucking!
attitude,’!she!grumbled.!
!
Ashanti!looked!at!the!ground.!
!
‘Where!is!the!CEO!of!Grindr!anyway?’!asked!
Constance.!
!
‘The!last!place!I!saw!him!was!at!the!beach.!A!
whale!ate!his!dog.’!
!
‘That’s!pretty!sad.’!

‘I!think!he!was!quite!relieved.’!
!
‘Sicko,’!said!Constance,!appalled.!‘Humans!are!
pigs.’!
!
‘You’re!probably!right,’!said!Ashanti.!
!
‘Listen,!I’ll!take!you!to!the!beach,’!said!
Constance.!‘But!I!ask!in!return!one!thing.’!
!
‘Anything!’!!
!
‘One!day,!and!that!day!may!never!come,!I!am!
going!to!call!on!you!for!a!favour.!And!on!that!
day,!I!want!you!to!do!what!I!ask,!without!
question.’!
!
Ashanti!stared!solemnly!in!to!the!horses!mouth,!
which!she!now!realised!was!patched!with!gold!
grills.!
!
She!nodded.!!
!
‘You!have!my!word!Constance.’!
!
Constance!lowered!her!muscled!rear!and!
Ashanti!climbed!in!to!the!saddle!once!more.!No!
sooner!had!she!placed!her!feet!in!the!stirrups!
then!Constance!took!off!at!a!high!canter.!The!city!

whizzed!past!them.!Ashanti!shut!her!eyes!and!
saw!the!pilgrims,!heads!bowed!in!benediction,!
chanting!their!incomprehensible!chants,!at!once!
warning!and!beckoning!her.!She!saw!the!face!of!
the!diminutive!man!projected!on!the!back!of!her!
eyelids!and!heard,!or!rather!sensed!his!golden!
voice!in!her!stomach.!!
!
‘Do!you!believe!in!true!love,!Constance?’!Ashanti!
asked.!
!
‘That’s!a!fucking!prejudiced!question!you!
asshole.!You!think!just!because!I’m!a!horse!I!
don’t!know!what!love!is.!Fuck!you.’!
!
‘That’s!not!what!I!meant.!I!really!didn’t…’!
!
‘Yeah!yeah,!I’ve!heard!it!before.!Yes,!ok.!Yes,!I!
believe!in!true!love!just!like!you.!Does!that!freak!
you!out?!Having!so!much!in!common!with!a!
horse?!Or!are!you!going!to!go!brag!to!all!your!
friends!now!about!how!your!closest!friends!are!
horses.’!
!
‘No.!I!would!never.!I!just!wondered.!Well,!have!
you!ever!been!in!love?’!
!

Constance!lowered!her!muzzle!so!that!Ashanti!
would!not!see!the!single!horse!tear!that!dropped!
from!her!huge!brown!eye.!
!
‘No,’!she!lied.!
!
Ashanti!ran!her!fingers!through!Constance’s!
mane.!She!was!a!lovely!horse.!It!wasn’t!fair!that!
she!should!be!all!alone,!used!and!abused!in!this!
anthropocentric!world.!!
!
‘Maybe,!if!we!find!the!CEO!of!Grindr,!he!will!
grant!you!a!wish!too,!and!you!can!wish!for!true!
love.’!
!
‘You!are!a!fucking!tool,’!said!Constance.!‘Horses!
do!not!have!Grindr!profiles.!They!don’t!have!any!
god!damn!dating!profiles.!Because!god!damn!
human!keyboards!are!impossible!to!use!if!you!
happen!to!have!hoofs.!You!are!so!unbelievably!
selfish.!You!don’t!think!I!want!to!log!on!to!OK!
cupid?!You!don’t!think!I!want!to!spend!my!
evenings!writing!my!novel!on!a!word!processor.!
I!have!stories!you!wouldn’t!fucking!believe.!You!
wouldn’t!even!understand.’!!
!
‘I’m!sorry,’!said!Ashanti.!She!resolved!to!keep!
her!mouth!shut!for!the!rest!of!the!ride.!!
!

The!horse!cantered!on,!silently!composing!antiX
human!polemics!and!dreaming!of!a!world!where!
humans!couldn’t!even!breathe!much!less!type!or!
speak.!It!was!her!romantic!nature,!and!her!
hatred!of!cops!that!kept!her!hoofs!hitting!the!
ground,!nothing!else.!As!soon!as!they!got!to!the!
beach!she!would!be!done!with!this!shit.!
!
Ashanti,!who!had!fallen!asleep!on!the!back!of!the!
horse!awoke!to!the!smell!of!salt!in!the!air.!
!
‘The!beach!’!she!squealed.!But!suddenly!she!felt!
that!by!leaving!town!she!may!have!lost!her!true!
love!forever.!Was!this!the!right!move?!
!
‘Get!the!fuck!off!me,’!said!Constance.!
!
‘Sorry.’!
!
Ashanti!climbed!down!from!Constance!once!
more.!
!
‘Um,!Constance,’!she!said.!‘If!it,!like,!turns!out!
that!I!freaked!out!for!no!reason!and!just,!like,!left!
my!true!love!in!the!city!and!need!to!get!back!to!
him!really!fast!would!you!maybe!give!me!a!lift?’!
!
‘Fuck!you.’!
!

Ashanti!looked!at!her!feet.!It!was!probably!best!
to!let!Constance!relax!for!a!little!while!before!
asking!her!any!more!favours.!!
!
Glancing!across!the!sand,!Ashanti!saw!the!paw!
prints!of!a!small!dog.!Immediately,!she!thought!
of!the!black!pug.!But!surely!those!prints!would!
have!blown!away!by!now.!Ashanti!felt!that!it!had!
been!a!long!time!since!she!was!last!on!the!beach.!
Not!knowing!what!else!to!do,!she!called!out.!
!
‘Grindr!Man?!Grindr!Man???’!
!
The!beach!was!silent!except!for!the!steady!
lapping!of!waves.!
!
‘Grindr?!Mr!CEO!!!!!’!Ashanti!called!at!the!top!of!
her!voice.!!
!
She!ran!up!and!down!the!beach!calling!for!
several!minutes.!Constance!snuffed!with!
contempt.!!
!
‘Fucking!idiot,’!she!muttered.!
!
Tired!of!watching!the!human’s!futile!quest,!and!
embarrassed!for!having!enabled!it,!the!horse!
strolled!down!to!the!waves!and!gambolled!in!the!
sparkling!white!foam.!The!moon!was!beautiful.!

It!was!the!kind!of!night!that!made!an!equine!
weepy.!!
!
Far!out!on!the!horizon!she!saw!something.!A!
blazing,!dark!leathery!shape!bucking!in!the!
swell.!Constance!stared,!transfixed.!The!shape!
moved!closer!to!her.!It!began!to!call!out!to!her!in!
a!beautiful!sonic!squee.!
!
‘Hello?’!called!Constance.!
!
The!great!whale!jumped!in!to!the!air,!spun!
around,!puffed!water!from!its!fluke!and!recited!a!
line!of!poetry!before!diving!back!down.!
!
Constance!was!blown!away.!The!whale!was!the!
most!beautiful!creature!she!had!ever!seen.!
Gingerly,!she!trotted!out!a!little!further!in!to!the!
sea.!Then!further!still,!and!soon!she!was!up!to!
her!neck!in!the!sea.!
!
The!whale!nuzzled!at!her!long!legs.!
!
‘Helllllllo,’!it!said.!
!
Constance!batted!her!long!eyelashes.!
!
‘helllllllllo.’!
!

She!blushed,!which!is!very,!very!rare!for!a!horse.!
!
‘This!might!sound!weird,!but!I!am!really!
attracted!to!you,’!said!the!orcha.!
!
‘You!are!so!forward!!I!like!it.’!
!
The!whale!arched!it’s!slick!black!body!out!of!the!
swell!and!gave!the!horse!a!sweet,!whale!kiss!on!
the!snout.!
!
Constance!blushed!again.!
!
‘You!wanna!go!somewhere!where!we!can!talk?’!
said!the!whale.!
!
‘Ok.’!
!
Constance!was!scared!to!swim!at!first,!but!the!
whale!took!her!off!in!to!the!sea.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Ashanti suddenly had a flashback to a very
real moment when she and daphne visited the
vintage cellars in Glen Iris. It was similar to, if
not completely resminiscent of the moment
she decided against bringing her doge to white
night. There were a few evocative feelings in
this contemplation mostly pointless ones I
guess.
She began hearing golden voices.. they were
floating in and out of some sort of weird
crepuscular beam projected pretty hugely out
into the atmosphere. It was at this moment –
and her dealings with the CEO of Grindr – that
she realised that there is a lot of untapped
potential within the dating apps realm. The
probably not real yet definitely audible golden
voices were absolutely a confusing
psychological connection with her as yet
unconfirmed paternal figure. However while
she could not confirm or deny any sort of
relationship status, she thought it best to
absolutely move on from this into a 2.0 venture
of some variety. If she could not clarify the
significance of golden voice man to her, it was
only sensible that she endeavoured to earn
her fortune from this prospect.
Ashanti pens the following email to her best
friend Daphne:

Hey daphne
So I am pretty excited right now. I’m almost way too excited to
type this stupid thing. I am shaking with nervousness about
how giddy this idea makes me. Taking deep breaths to steel
myself. You know when you get ideas that rush too far ahead
of you.. and you’re trying to pin down the idea before it forms
itself.. before you have the ability to form actual concrete
words/ideas about it. It’s pretty overwhelming to analyse this
thought process.. especially while you’re trying to actually nail
down your idea which is probably too fricken amazing to
actually realise itself and that’s why you’ve gotten all meta
about actually making your thought come to life. So you know.
That’s kind of what I’m dealing with right now. But I also
have this fucking great idea that I really need to tell you about.
I have a lot of other amazing things that you really need to
know about but I actually would just direct you towards my
twitter feed to keep up with that (@ashanti_vevo_official and
probably check the hashtag #dwf14 bc that is where all the
updates went, but srsly there was some crazy shit with a pug
and a whale and a lot more that I can’t really remember right
now!!! That’s what twitter is for though lol) okay sorry daph
you know what I’m like when I get to thinking. So MY
IDEA!!! Literally the best thing I have ever thought of and it
all came to me because of this silver fox type with a golden voice
who I feel weirdly attracted to but also I would like.. love to
have him raise me? I don’t know it’s a pretty strange balance.
Ok
So
I think what the app world is missing is some sort of face
matching service. To clarify, it’s like a babe-o-dex. It builds on

ideas that we’ve already seen in apps like Grindr/Tindr etc
and the sort of flippancy of Snapchat.
It would work like this: you pay to download the app, like $5
or something. This allows you access to a kind of yellow pages
of certified babes and you get all their vital info (including
phone number of course, but the fee is for security). So on the
one hand this list of information exists and you can upload
images to your own profile, like it’s all user driven. But on the
other hand as a user you go out into the world and are able to
take a photo of a babe. The app then flips through the index of
babes on your behalf and then if they are also on the app, you
get their details pretty much for free. Apart from it’s not free,
you paid $5.
Okay Daph what do you think? I feel really excited about this
idea, but this could just be me getting excited about ideas as
I’m prone to.
I mean. It could just be like that time that I tried to convince
myself that Ja Rule was the best guy for me.. I know what
you’ll say, you were so patient with me while I was going
through that and I really appreciate it but I was just so into
him. I was foolish.
There’s also one more thing I want to tell you. And maybe
you’re getting bored of me waffling and for that I’m really
sorry. But I actually had this one weird experience that you
really need to hear about. I mean a lot of outwardly, externally
obviously insane things have occurred in my immediate area –
there have been like whales and pugs and pilgrims even – but
you know how sometimes the stuff that you experience in your
actual life, in your actual world.. those things aren’t as strange
as the stuff that you experience in your mind tank. I guess the
thing I’m trying to say Daph is that most things ever are

actually fucked.. lol.. it’s so weird being an anything I think
sometimes. So this is why I don’t flip out when animals talk to
me, or why I kind of can handle not really knowing the man
who fathered me. It’s not like I’m adopting hippy values or
anything – we have talked about this and I’m so glad we share
the same views about hippies!!!!!!
This really striking thing that happened to me was that I saw
a man – I guess he was some sort of like ‘tradie’ or a cleaner
or something even, I dunno, yeah a tradie I guess. He was
carrying two green bins up the stairs at the same time, one on
each arm. I felt really struck when I saw him carrying those
bins, like impressed or something. It was a veritable feat of
strength. And after he came up the stairs this bro goes “thanks
for all your work, really appreciate it”. It was the strangest
scenario and it has just stayed with me. I just really wanted to
tell you about it!
Okay I have to go put my washing out now so I’ll finish this
up soon. Check my twitter and you’ll be able to catch up on all
that other stuff xxxx
Shanti
!
After she had penned this enthusiastic email to
Daphne, Ashanti was true to her word and put
her washing out. There were some other tasks
to attend to in the home but she turned a blind
eye to them and instead repotted several
succulents that had outgrown their repurposed
tomato tin can pots.

There came a series of vibrations from her
bedside table. Ashanti’s phone was blowing
up. She dusted down her jeans, washed her
hand and went inside to check what all the
noise was about. The first message
Ja
12.31pm
boo
Ja
12.32pm
u there
Shanti
12.33
Not always there when u call…
Ja
12.34
hey I gotta tell u smth
Shanti
12.34
….
Ja
12.35

hey so I was at highpoint last nite and I ran in2
this bro who was all about u
Shanti
12.36
…
Ja
12.37
yeah he was all up at me and actually I
thought he was being really aggressive in an
unnecessary fashion. It was undue
Shanti
12.38
what???
Ja
12.39
he was wearing these real strange threads I
guess you might say he was inspired by early
American settlers with his fashion choices
Shanti
12.40
so like a pilgrim maybe? I know a guy
Ja
12.41

yeah u need to cuff ur pilgrim. Like rly curb that
asshat
Shanti
12.45
man u need to stop txting me
Ashanti put the phone down and went back to
her succulents, literally the only ‘Shanti time’
she gets nowdays. It’s actually really hard to
be a modern woman, she thought to herself,
kneeling back amongst her aloe vera plants.
Ja really should give up on the incessant
texting. His comprehension was sketchy and
he offered no lasting value to her life, plus their
musical collaboration had finished being fruitful
back in 2001.
As she toiled away, her thoughts drifted. Her
arms looked longer. She could see slight
definition in her biceps and she thought about
how there was a fine line in between the place
where arm muscle definition looked
surprisingly cute and/or sexy and where it
started looking overly athletic. Not that there
was anything wrong with that aesthetic, just
that there was something elegant about the
way you can subtly shift your arms into a
certain position so the muscles are visible. It

really appealed to her, that micro movement
that could elicit an almost sexual response in
her. She figured gardening was contributing to
the positive increase in her arms’ aesthetic. A
weird sense of calm washed over her as she
pottered away amongst the burro’s tail that
she recently snipped from her neighbour’s
nature strip. It felt weird to be back in her
backyard with her plants, considering
everything that had happened to her over the
last little while.

Ashanti love…
CEO Grinder with golden voice,
Talking pug got eaten by a whale, dog is still in
the whale
Scary pilgrims on beach – aggressive.
Babe-a-dex, Daphne
Ex-lover Ja Rule: dead

THE WHALE’S TALE.
The ocean’s vast, yeah. Vast as. But not too
vast for me.
I can yell into it and everyone hears, I can yell
at the water and it listens.
Lately though, I’ve had this rumble in my belly.
It’s like a tickle at the back of my throat, but it
starts way lower down. And it sounds like
people-talk.
Sunday (yeah, whale day Sunday), I hear this
rumble low down in my belly and it says…
“I’m hungry!”
Fair ‘nough, says I. Fair ‘nough, belly-man. Off
we swim in the big vast, and I have a yell.
OY YE FISHIES GET IN ME BELLY!
Not as effective as I’d like, not a crowdpleaser. Doesn’t draw the schools or the flocks
or the collectives of fishes. But I persevere. I
open wide, and on I float, like a big great blimp
below the ocean.
I’m going on, and then I hear it.

YEAHHHHMAN.
Is it the rumble, or is it the ocean? Is it my
yelling thrown back at me from the edges of
the sea, wherever that is?
YEAHHHMAN. I’ll take it, whatever. Openmouthed I trawl and in a flash of yellow-redgreen I feel something slam down my gullet.
It’s like a party in my mouth, for a very small
amount of time. Like skittles of fishes, if fishes
knew what skittles were.
And then the rumble in my belly is more like a
song. More like a YEAHHHMANIMHUNGRY.
Thafuck?
Keep on swimming, whaleman. Keep on
swimming.
(Inside Whale Belly)
Pug: I’m hungry
Marley: yeahhhhman.
Pug and Marley are beautiful harmony. Whalebelly has gorgeous acoustics, all wide room

like the wide ocean. Krill and plankton chilling
on the walls, they hum.
The sound of a whale swooshing through the
ocean is like a really quiet choir. And it’s the
singing fishes and pugs and krill.
Pug’s still hungry though.
He throws himself against the walls of the
whale’s stomach, digging his ears in. During
his land-time, this was the thing he loved.
Getting wet and shaking off as hard as he
could, and then diving at any hard surface he
could find. He does this now. He does it
because he’s in a belly that’s pretty full, but his
own belly is pretty damn empty. And this is the
thing he best knows to comfort himself. This
ear-rubbing is home and hugs and it’s not the
belly of a whale.
There’s a noise, back toward the tail. It’s a
twangy kind of noise, a noise with huge fuckin
glasses and an attitude.
It doesn’t say anything, it just swaggers, this
sound. Pug looks into the darkness. The cave
of the whale tail seems to throb with the
twangy glassesy attitude. Waaahhhhhhwah.

The poor stray fish, the Jamaican one, just
looks up real slow-like, and he nods. He
narrows his little fishy eyes and says…
Yeahhhhman.
The throb of the whale tail get closer, gets
smaller and bigger. It moves towards Pug and
Jamaican fish, and then there it is. In all its
purple-eyed glory.
Pug stares for a while. One ear stuck to the
edge of the whale’s belly, he stares at this twolegged intrusion.
“Hungry,” he says.
Two-legged guy says nothing. Just opens his
arms wide and lets out a kind of stadium-filling
yelp.
“HUNGRY!?” says the two-legged one.
“Hungry!” says Pug.
“Hungry,” says Fish, even though he’s not
particularly hungry, just feels like he’s at a big
show of some sort and needs to join in.

Doesn’t care so much what he’s saying, he
just feels the vibe and gets into it.
“Ayeeee,” says the two-legger. “Can solve
that’un.”
He sits down with Fish and Pug and with one
hand on each (Hands? Both Pug and Fish
think. HANDS?!) he pats them slowly. It’s not
helping.
Shaking their heads, they sing a little song
together. When that’s over, they all let out a
little sigh.
(The Whale, as it’s bobbing along listening to
the symphony in its belly, feels a little change
in timbre but thinks it’s indigestion.)
“I’m Bono,” two-legs says.
“Yeahmannn,” says fish. Bono gets up and
swaggers back into the darkness. A kind of
despair settles on Pug and Fish, and they
wonder whether this is it. Whether the
lightness that swept into their lives with the
entry of Bono is now gone forever.

Bono soon comes back, however. Attached to
his arms, like barnacles, are tiny squealing
things.
Pug looks closely, scrunches up his nose as
much as his already-scrunched nose will
allow. What?
Bono shakes his arms. Nothing happens, the
barnacles just move a little. He shakes them
harder, like he’s having some kind of fit, or just
dancing, and the barnacles start to fly off in all
directions.
One lands in front of Pug. He sniffs it. It looks
just like the two-legged Bono, but smaller.
“CHILDREN!” screams Bono.
He starts singing “Feed the World,” shovelling
children in the direction of Fish and Pug.
“Eat up, boys!”
Pug’s not so sure. They smell funny. They
don’t smell like ocean. They smell like home,
and he remembers the uncertain rules of
eating at home. Rubber shoes taste good, but
are a no-go. Fluffy things feel good, but are a

no-go. The two-legger talking ones don’t taste
so good, but don’t mind a whole lot when
they’re a little bit eaten, but not too much
eaten. These ones… Just not sure.
Bono pulls a machete from his expansive
pants and parachute-material jacket. He starts
hacking up the children. Fish and Pug back
themselves right up against the belly-walls of
Whale.
(Whale coughs into the ocean)
It’s done now, says Bono, and so they sit in a
sad circle. Bono lights a fire using sticks, also
from the magical tale-cave. Bono hands Pug a
handful of child. Pug digs in.
Fish has no hands, but he wriggles into his
little pile of child and eats a little.
“Right, now. That’s first things done and off we
go,” says Bono.
“Off we go?”
“Off we go! I’ll run this way, you run that way,
you ever done that thing on a train?”

Fish and Pug and Bono run as fast as their
legs, and their not-legs, will take them. They
run to the left, they run to the right. They run
together and fast.
(Whale feels severe indigestion. He coughs
into the ocean, but only bubbles come out.)
They run faster and harder.
(More bubbles, but Whale feels the need for
air. He feels like his ribs are knitting together
and there’s not enough room in there for him
to breathe. He starts swimming surface-ward.)
As Bono, Pug and Fish smash against the
Whale’s ribs the hardest they’ve done yet, the
Whale heaves and coughs a heap of bubbles
into the ocean. In each of the bubbles, the
three belly-mates come spewing out. Their
bubbles pop, and they find themselves on the
surface. Whale stares them in surprise, but
isn’t entirely surprised. Bellies are funny
things, and there can be anything in there.
A different sound comes to Whale now. It’s a
deep sound, a sound like Whale makes when
he yells into the ocean, but it’s out in the world,
up on the surface of the water.

Something quite like Whale is sitting nearby.
It’s big, and it’s kind of blue. It’s bobbing
around, only instead of fishes nestling near its
body there are two-leggers all over its back.
They’re pointing at Whale. They’re pulling out
boxes and click-clicking at him. Whale jumps
back under the water and gets down as low as
he can. He’s done. Enough surface for one
day.
ON BOARD.
Ashanti knocks her phone against her hand
with some force. It doesn’t seem to make too
much difference. When they were closer to
land it would knock some sense into the thing,
bring back some reception and some of the
world-at-large. But out here, out with the
fucking WHALES, there’s nothing.
She rolls over in her tiny bed, in her tiny bunk,
in her tiny cabin, and goes to sleep.
When she wakes up, there’s a man in her
cabin. She thought there was no more room,
thought it impossible to fit another human
being in here, but they’ve done it.
“Hoiye…” he says.

Ashanti stares.
“Agh… Bono.”
He sticks out his hand to shake Ashanti’s, but
she’s not too sure. She hangs back.
“Agh. Look, I’m not too sure how to say this,
really. But… You can call me Uncle Bono?”
Ashanti considers Bono’s brow. She considers
the breadth of his shoulders, the slight
downward turns at the corner of his mouth.
Uncle Bono?
This man who calls himself Uncle Bono nods
reassuringly, and flings his arms open wide.
Ashanti shrinks back against the walls of her
cabin.
“Righto, yeah, see you’re not ready love. Right
right, yep fine. I’m, argh, I’m going up on deck
and we’ll talk about it later, yeah?”
Bono clicks the door closed behind him,
leaving the gaping Ashanti alone in her cabin.

A small pug waits outside the cabin. He says a
quick Hi to Bono, then sticks to his heel as he
makes his way up on deck.
“Starboard!”
“Bow!”
Pilgrims run across the deck like ants, until
Bono appears. They bring some sense to their
running when they see him.
“Nice to have you back, Capt’n!”
“Capt’n, sir, we saw a port.”
The port is a bunch of mountains in the
distance. They’re hazy and not particularly
inviting. Bono thinks he recognizes them as
the home of a bad memory involving cannibals
and not the good kind. Not the feed-the-world
kind.
“Argh, nay. Keep going, keep going men.”
“Righto, Capt’n Bono sir, good te have ye
back!”

Pilgrims scale the mast, swing this way and
that as the ship rocks and rolls around on the
ocean. Bono likes that his ship rocks and rolls.
That’s just how he is.
Back below deck, Ashanti is opening the door.
Then she’s closing the door. She’s turning the
handle and has one foot outside the doorframe
when Bono spots her.
“Niece!”
“I’d prefer you didn’t.”
“Sorry, agh. Ashanti. Look, I know this is a lot
to take on all of a sudden. But look at me
close, yeah? Real close. Ye can see a bit er
me, and ye can see a bit er you, and I’m pretty
sure ye can see a bit er that gent you’re
unsure on, yeah? Yer maybe-Dad?”
Ashanti looks close again, even though she
knows she doesn’t need to. He’s right. She
saw it before she was even told she needed to
see it. No matter whether she liked Bono, no
matter whether U2 was a good thing or a bad
thing to her, this man was the missing link
between her maybe-father and herself.

A clamour in the next room, Ashanti peers
around the corner. Her maybe-father emerged,
his beard a bit straggly and his clothing a bit
askew. He didn’t look like the sea was treating
him well. Despite this, Ashanti could see for
sure.
This bedraggled man was linked by Bono, the
floating man from the sea and seemingly the
leader of the pilgrims. Uncle Bono.
The proximity to a port brought Ashanti’s
phone to life. It did a little MOOOOOO in her
pocket. ‘Silent’ never really means silent,
especially not when stuck in a ship’s hallway
with your maybe-father and your Uncle Bono.

Ashanti looked out at the ocean, the waves
made her nervous. Her uncle was standing on
the deck, trying to organise the pilgrims by
height and clothing. She didn’t like the
movement from the boat. It didn’t stop.
“I’ve never been on a boat before,” she
said.
Her uncle stopped what he was doing and
looked at her. He still had parts of the whale
on his jacket.
“I’ve been meaning to get you out here for
years,” he said. “It does good things to you.
Thins the blood.”
They were moving away from the shore,
out into the ocean. Ashanti’s phone stopped
vibrating. They sailed around the point, past a
lighthouse, rocks. They were heading for a
small cove. Ashanti wondered if it was actually
called sailing if it was a cruise ship with an
engine.
“It’s still called sailing,” he uncle said.
At the cove the pilgrims left the boat first.
They piled into the lifeboats and dropped down
into the water. Ashanti’s uncle pushed her in
the small of her back. They both went and
climbed into a lifeboat together.
“Where are we?” Ashanti said.
“I grew up around here,” her uncle, Bono,
said. “Your dad and I. There use to be a house

up there,” he gestured towards the top of the
cliff.
Ashanti frowned. There was nothing there
apart from grass and more rocks. She’d never
been to this area before, as far as she could
remember, or seen a photo of it, or heard her
father describe it on the nights he stayed up
late in her bedroom, talking to her until she fell
asleep.
“It looks like a nice spot,” she said.
“Nah,” her uncle said. “Not really, it was
pretty much a dump. When the cliff eroded
and the cabin fell into the sea was probably
the best thing that ever happened to it.”
They were nearing the beach. The pilgrims
were on the shore, playing a game of British
bulldog, as far as Ashanti could tell. They were
pummelling each other into the sand.
“Those guys kind of get carried away,” her
uncle said. “But they’re good people.”
“I don’t like them very much,” Ashanti said.
“Sail with them long enough and they’ll be
closer than your family. I guarantee it.”
When their lifeboat came close enough her
uncle jumped out and pulled them back to
land. It was a clear day, bright enough to
cause her to squint wherever she looked, and

make everything seem like a reflective
surface.
She climbed out of the boat and let her
uncle lead the way. They walked up the wet
sand to a small road. There was a car parked
there and nothing else.
“Climb in,” her uncle said. “That’s my
Toyota Corolla.”
They drove away from the beach and back
into town. Along the way her uncle fidgeted
with things. Ashanti tried to think of something
they could talk about. She didn’t know if they
had anything in common, and looking over at
her uncle, she tried to glimpse at something
that reminded her of her grandfather, or her
own father, who had resembled a tooenthusiastic Santa Claus, or even herself.
She worried that she was too boring.
“It’s not too far,” he said. “There’s
something I really want you to see.”
Ashanti nodded. “When your house fell off
the cliff was anyone living there?”
“No,” her uncle said. “We’d been moved
out by then. My mother – your grandmother –
was detained by then, once she’d gone to jail
your dad and I kind of drifted around. We had
a good time.”
“She went to prison?”

“Yup,” her uncle said, but didn’t elaborate
any more.
When they came into the city they hit heavy
traffic. Ashanti was relieved at the other
people around, the crowds. They drove past
the meatworks and the bottle factory. They
drove past Ashanti’s old high school.
“She robbed banks,” her uncle said. “Only
two of them, but she got caught after the
second one. I don’t think she made much
money off the first one. She didn’t plan it very
well.”
“I never knew,” Ashanti said.
“It’s been a sore point,” her uncle said.
They drove downtown, past through taller
buildings. Her uncle eventually pulled over and
parked under a large palm tree. They climbed
out.
“It’s not too far from here.”
Ashanti followed her uncle down the
street. They came to an alleyway behind a
Chinese restaurant. There was a militantgreen dumpster there, piping. There were
people there too, standing around with
cameras. They were all photographing a huge
white pigeon. People were moving around to
get a better angle, to photograph the pigeon in
different poses, throwing breadcrumbs at it. At

first Ashanti couldn’t really see the point, until
her uncle put a hand on her shoulder and
pointed at it, and then she nodded. It was
glorious.

